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BECKHAM CAN NOT
WIN IS OPINION
OF JUDGE BARRY
Bentoa Newspaper Man Just
Returned From State Capital
Tells observations.
• County Unit Law is Being Used
as Bluff.
01.1.II: JAMES Dt THE SOLUTION
"Beckham cermett be elected In my
observutiou, nod our,. is little inrob-
abtiotv of the passage of the county
unit bel or any other temperance leg-
iblatitm at this 'muslin) of the leeks-
bete, aas about the way Judge E.
Heir). editor Glebe Benton Tribune-
Democrat, used bp the *Out/item at
Frankfort. on his arrl•al tit this city
this teurning on his way home !rout
the capital.
elesears to ut. else all hands aro
teethe the prepoped temperance legis-
latien for pulitieal purpusee and S.,-
laying a vote in or& r to hold thel
qui-stem as a dub over the heads of ,
each other."
Although Judge Barry is for Mr.'
•••• long as he is the party
nominee he ir. of the opinion that
mato. ol Ili.. legislators, who are now
supper:I:1g Lim. are Keitifilt 
restlessand will woo be demanding 11 camur
and 1.•*1.,1se (num Mn)- pledges for 'his
- 7 ---------
0111e james Is the solEttloil tn the
%thole matter.' said Judge Barry.
'lie is the one man in the state of
Kentucky who can eelidife the vote
of the Denekratic parte--.
Judge Harry ie a warm admirer of
the' her,.t district eongrossmse, and
while pleased, with the information
etitatealsouns had been started for him
for the nominathre of viceepresident
at e•esehingtonehe is of the opinion
Mut Jamee should be made waiter.
LOCAL OPT10111 WINS.
Howse tytwansIttee of Ohio leigialetelle
iseiletwor of It.
Columbus, 0.. Feb. 18.-The house
tontWillt~ on temperance- Voted to
e.oniniend the Rose county option
bee ,even of the sine members of
the cornet:Om signing the report. The
bee has pawed the senate. The action
of the cotntnittee was taken at the
ctinciusein of a public hearing on the
bill held in the bail of representatives
The poly speech in opposition to the
measure was by T. M. (Lenore, tires'
dent of the National Model License
tesatue. Mr. Gilmore declared iris
betel that theesaloos-could be made
an elevating factor 14 society. but In
---oedste-tu-doeso Dr_ seal& ksve -to ik
treated rethf and not hounded.
RF:ACH ERIK, PA.
Frew!' ter in Lead is New York to
Paris Rare.
•
Erie. Pa., Feb. 18.-The French
car driven by De on Souk's' in the
New York to Paris automobile rare
reached this city at 7:20 .p. m. last
Mehl. The Italian ear came in at 8
o'clock and the American car several
hoorl later. A teeiphone message
from Northeast announced Met one 0:
the eare with its front badly damaged
woo' hassled Into that place by farmers
at 9 o'clock. It Is thought. to be the
German ear.
BURNER GRIP RANI/Le:1.4
WILL RR TURNED* ()VT SOON.
The Melt handles mad* by the new
plant of the RubbergrIp Handle Wan-
ufaettiring company. Third and Ells-
eieeth tercets, will he turned out- this
seek The factory began work sev-
eral we• ks ago. but ibis time ban been
consumed In drylag the wood and
Making ready for uninterrupted work
Ito eompleting handles. The new 
handle
is a Paducah invention, and a.radit•
salt enterpriee, and has every promise
of success in the market.
eloitelice ATTORNEY TALKe
MEAN ABOUT MR. JEROME.
Now York, Feb, IS -Charles W.
elorse pleaded not guilty to the In-
dictment charging perjury. Morse's
eitiniee said the indictment wan 
re-
fueled after his client had 'elated the
grant jute room and corrected testi-
More on which the indictment Was
returned Connotel scored the district
attorney for permitting an indictment
returned on surirgrounde
Al I ;iodine State Iseditiste.
P Rogers, of Firalthjand.
mud it J Wood, of Renton. are at
- 01:0111
tending the etate ferment' Institute•ak
Frankfort. Mr. Reims will delifer
sr ieldries on 'Ylreassa and Clover
"
Mr. Wood otr "Tobamo Fertile
PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 18, 1908 TEN CENT
S PER WEEK
Company H, State Guard, is Ordered
to West Kentucky With Forty-five
Men, But Destination is Secret.
HEAD WAS SEVER-ED
Taft's Manager at Capital Ex-
presses Satisfaction With Sit-
uation in State-Representa
tive McKnight Buried Today
Middlesboro. Ky., Feb. 18. (W-
eitz! t--Company IL with 45 meta was
ordered to western Keptucky but to
what point Is not known.
State for Taft.
Frankfort, KY., Feb. 18. (Special.)
-A purely formal ballot for senator
was taken.
Mr. Very", Taft manager, was
here today and saw the mite officiah.
He says he is pleased with,conditions,
in the state.,
Tobacco ('onference. •
Loulgville, Ky... Feb. le. oft/wrist)
----A conference was held at the Old
Inn here between 8 it Lee. Were-
tar) of the National Tobacco Growerti
and odor association mete of Owens-
boro, anti Jelin Englehart, buyer for
the American Taber-au company. It is
reported that the 1906 crop was sold.
but there Is no confirmation. Lee
sent to Frankfort tay. It is said
be will opssew the hiechord tobacco
bill. but he refuses to tali. ei
McKaighen Funeral.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. Is. teeteciel-11
PADUCAH IIARKET-Representative Virgil McKnight''body' arrived here at noon for burial
inn W --
Cairo, Ili., Feb. 1S.-Robert Perry,
a negro whose borne was at Villa
Ridge. wee killed by a freight train at
Bridge Junceon >enterda> afternoon
about 4 o'clock. The unforternatte
mane head was severed from his body
and one of his, arms was cut off..Cer-
Wier James Mellanus was notified' of
the accident and went up to the Junc-
tion on the -suburban train last even-
lag. He had the body brought dowe
to Cairo and taken to M. R. Feithe
undertakiing establishment. In a
pocket in the clothing of the man was
found a paper stating that Perry was
subject to epileptic, fits and it is the
theory of those that found the holy
that Perry was attacked with a con-
vulsion and fell in front of the train.
.REANORD AT AUDITORIUM
RINK LOWERED A SIXIOND.
Maurice Lagerwall was again win'
net of the races at the rink last night.
He made the four rounds in :',9 sec-
nds, winning from Charlie !semen
and Will Delman. There was some
trouble in getting the race started.
Three starts were made before it was
• go. Will Isf Man was in the lead
for the first two rounds. but gave out
I
and fee to third place. The record
l is lowered by one second, the formerrecord being 8to seconds.
Tis4-77114rd' LEADS IN SALES
Cer.teal Ky.. Feb, is. (See-
dal)--Jesse Welhorn. a farmer of
Dunmore, this count' committed tut
eirie this morning on Recount of wor-
ry over the approaching marriage of
hi daughter.
%t hat Itreatheit Needs .
Jacemon. Ky.. Feb. Ie. lelpeeial --
Dealt tiersts was fedictee foi iilfil
murder. Is his charge to the jury
Judge Adams said Breathitt ute-da
several hangings.
PLEASANT smut: 141144001.
C14MED LAST WEDNE14111AY.
Miss Wilt Chambers closed her
school at. Pleaaant Ridge on Wednes-
day-. Feeruare 12. Many visitors and
patrons were present to enjoy the ex-
ercfses prepared by teacher and pupils
and also a treat of candy given by the
teacher
GODLESS REARING
OF ASS1 TOBACCO
'es. iay afterboun by Mr.
For-ty kegaheads of association to-
baces were sold at the Paducah tulles-
rooms etert
Wale, at prices ranging from to 9
vents a pound for lugs and PO to le
Cents for lest
Mr. W. E. Frazier, of Guthrie, Ky.,
assistant genera: manager of the asso-
ciation, wits In Paducah today and
elated that the Paducah market was
leading the entire district In point of
sales. The report of Bead Salesman
Scales as published by the newspapers
yesterday only gave the Paducah
market 24 hogsheads sold, while at
the time the report was lamed 1417
bogsheads had been accepted by buy-
ers. Since that time sales have been
,[niade. bringeng the total amount dio
posed of at thli market up to over
200 hogsheads. The Peducat sales-
room was cloned tensest an entire
week since thi. sties began on account
IN BREATIIM CO. 
of repairs being •made to the equip-
ment
' Xadar theAtystent in vogue this Year
PLEA FOR MERCY
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 18 -On the
plea that he had ben reared in a god-
less community, seventy-five citizens
of Breathitt county: Ky., have sent
letters and petitioes to Ouv. Patter-
son, of Tennemsee. pleading for a com-
mutation of the death seotence of Ed
Turner. formerly of Breathitt count).
who has been sentenced to bang on
February 17 tor the murder of his
wife last April. The pies of the pe-
titioners is that Turner was brought
up ins godless community and that
be never had an opportunity 63 know
the right from the wrong. They point
init. that his parents died on the sante
night, when he was very young, and
that he had lived about as best he
aould. They claim the wickedness of
his wife unbalanced hie mind anti that
be killed her not became he hated
her, but because he loved her.
WILITHER.
NUED UAI N.
•
Rah% prohishi) turning to silo.% 
to
sig-tst Viesiltetelay; much coitke
••••.•
the emaciation tobacco is sold by sam-
ple at the salesroom, and when a hogs-
head Is bought the sale is not defi-
nitely closed until the hogshead is
"broke" and shown to be properly
prised and up to the sanpple by which
it was graded. By reason of this pro
-
cedure, the sales, which are given
from day to day, are not reported of-
ficially by the associatiop manage-
Mete until the hogsbeed is accepted
izy the buyer.
Eitiombed Worm Rescsed.
Williamsport. Feb. 18.-Twenty-
five of the twenty-six men who were
entombed in. the Mid Valley Ooal
Mine sear Mount Carmel. yesterday.
by the bursting of a reservoir, were
rescued alive ame well during the
night. One man was killed under the
debris. The others stood in water to
their hips.
Junqvcd lender Subway Train.
ere .e.k. Feb. 114.--Harris Rosen-
berg. fearing Insanity beeause of
not o over nione) lied up Ito a sus-
pended hank. committed sub ble ho
jumping tinder a moving subwa,
train Ills hod) w.is ground to piee.t.
He had been %sat, hea_ but eso itned
from bis guards.
Maher,/ Millitmaire.
•PIttsburg, Feb. 15.-- George J.
reeky, a millionaire, today shet him-
self. ilis death is expected. No
cause Is known.
CANNON INDORSED
Springfield, 1:1., Feb. 18.-The Re-
publican state committee indorsed
Cannon for president and praisee
Roosevelt for his even handed ad-
ministration and declared that Roose-
velt's reeommendatioes couldn't be
(emceed without Cannon's support.
Grain Market.
St Louts. Feb. It. -Wheat. 07%
.
CITY WHARF RENT
MAY BE INCREASED
TO PAY EXPENSES
Since County and State Assess
Property of City at High
- Valuation.
Regulations lay Be Changed
By General Connell.
'TWO HUNDRED FEET OPEN WAY
Before the special wharf committee
of the general council reports, it .s
probable that a complete revision of
the wharf ordinance will be made,
changing wharf charges, as well as
reapportioning the spa,''. It is Cer.
tam, too, that at least 31.00 feet will
be left open for boats to reach the
bank with their freight.
(ine reason for the „proposed change
In wharf charges, is the ruling of the
court of appeals, making the wharf
property taxable for county and state
purpobee This case has been ap-
pealed again, but if the assessment
against the city of $2.0,tr0e stands,
with back taxes due, the city will find
the wharf a losing proposition. At
present the charges for wharf space
are $1 per flout foot annually, the
saute charge being made to coal com-
panies for the river front privilege.
-The Bettie Owen, which occepies,
or is interposed to occupy, ler0 feet,
commencing at Kentucky avenue and
Pi/Klieg_ south, does not pay any
wbarfage. The Paducah IA'harfboat
company occupies tamace of 323 feet,
while there are 35-5% feet north of
that for coaling purposes-.
The Paducah Wharfboat company
does nut use, all the wharfboat spuce,
and the Fowler lines are asking for
2040 feet for a wharfboat for their own
private. tapir. The West Rentiteky
Coal company also asks for more
reotb, while tlitedry doses have to be
oonsaered; and Dte conficilmen have
In mind the 200 feet free wharf space
The 6.6 feet now alloted le not avail-
able, because the space is encroached
upon and boats cannot get to the hank
except by wriggling in.
Another trouble will be remedied
in the rearrangement. When the river
reacher:: a stage of about 28 feet, It is
impossible to land on the bank, and
the new regulation probably will pro-
vide that when /net a stage is readied
the wharfboat companies shall allow
boats to cross the wharlboats to the
bank with their freight. This only
happensebout twice a year and then
for short  periods.
SNELL CASE MISTRIAL
Clinton. Ill., Feb. 18.-After being
out forty-six hours the jury in the
Soe:1 will ease was yesterday morning
discharged without agreeing on a ver-
dict. The jnry stood eight for break-
ing the will and four agaonst, which
was the same as on the first ba:lot.
Each juror said he believed it tm-
poss,ble to agree on a verdict.
WHAT ONE DAY DID
FOR JOHN BULGER,
THE BOOTLEGGER
One day's freed..m was too inutift
fur John Bulger. and last night h..
rit'llrirbra a P•11101 Iti the g rover) and
saloon ot Lee Tenth and Hus-
bands io ris,tiy and had thing's going
nis way until placed under arrest
Patrolmen Doyle and Owen, Bolger
lets too ii n jail on a char of limit -
lugg.ng, hut yesterday he took the
debtoi s' itsolvo IA oath and was re-
leaved In the afternoon he took on
too much whisky and went to eee
illte's grocery and fought Sam Ed-
wards, a colored brakeman for the
Illinois Central. In the fight he
knocked Edsa.ds down and kicked
him in the fay-, is said.
Flurrying off ,0 prevent arrest he
did not apeear again until last night
at 10 o'clock, wheto he reentered the
grocery it is alleged he pulled a pis-
tol and pointed it at the porter. lee
Blue, colored, and then when the
clerk, Oolumbus Heltnerptoler, went
to answer the telephone, Bulger
thought be was telephoning for the
pollee and pulled the pistol on hen
and refused to allow the clerk to an-
swer the phone. Bulger then went in
front of the grocery and met Emma
Martin. colored. *etas Patrolmen
Doyle and Owen approsehlag Bulger
gave the pistol to to
ld her
to hide it The came agataet Bulger
were continued sii411 tomorrow lb'.
rn In police ea
Blizzard in Western Missouri is
Holding Trains and Causing Muck
Suffering-Chicago Storm Bound.
ANDY'S GIFT
Atlanta, Feb. 18.-Andrew Carne-
gie sent $100,4)00 as a wedding gift
to Mite Anna WalWe. the Ubrasian
of the Carnegie library, who is to
marry Max. Franklin Howland, Of
Boston, tonight. He has taken _great
interest in her. The gift consists of
steel trust bonds, which par Miss Wel-
lac $6,000 interest annually.
EVANS' FLEET 300 MILES
FROM CALLAO, IN PACIFIC.
Lima, Feb. 18.- A wireless from
Evans' fleet shows the vessels are 3010
miles from- Callao today.
•mit-emr.
LUMBER DEALERS
HOLD IMPORTANT
CONVENTION HERE
Preparations are under way for the
meeting of the West Kentucky and
Tennessee Retail Lumber Dealers' as-
sociation gnd the Concatenated Order
of Hoo-hoos, which will convene in
Paducah February 21-22. For the
meeting of the Hoo-hoos no regular
program has been prepared, but at
the. banquet, which will be given at
the Palmer House next Friday even-
ing, all of the prominent officers will
vatted on -for Impromptu toset_ --
It is anticipated that 1540 lumber
dealers teethe in attendance, and for
'the meeting of the RIM boos the fol-
lowing committees have been &Pet:Ant-
ed by Mr. Luke .Russell, vicegerent
snark: Banquet-Earl Palmer, John
Donovan. C. H. Sherrill; hotel-Will
Scott. Al Foreman,. Hoary Pettey;
music-John Ferguson, C. L. Faust;
trunk-Joseph Sehofner,, R. Robin-
eon; finance-H.. V. Sherrill, H. S.
Wells. President Roosevelt is an hon-
orary member of the Hoo-hoos, and
his been extended an invitation. The
president was admitted to the order
while on his last trip to Texas.
The prognam of addresses for the
meeting of the lumber association has
not been completed. W. K. Hall,
president, of Fulton. and P. Brans-
ford, secretary, of. Union City, Tenn.,
will be in attendance, and the local
lumbermen have received letters
from the: officers that this meeting will
be most important. Among the Hoe-
boos, John S. Homier, smirk of the
universe, of Houston, Tex., will be at
the ineetiug. and as many other of the
nine officers of the national associa-
tion as possible.
Bright Weather Changed by
Heavy Winds and Rain. With
Falling Temperature- The
Floods.
Chicago, Feb. 18.-A heavy snow
storm struck Chicago today. , it is
predicted it will turn into a blizzard.
The storm coming from western Mis-
souri where a blizzard is raging today.
Reports show that railroads are prac-
tically tied up in western Missouri on
account of the MO wind.
At St. Joseph,
St. Joseph, Mo., Feb. 18.-Five
inches of snow fell here this morning.
A hie) wind is bringing on a bliz-
zard. Traffic. is delayed.
Whole Missouri Valley.
Lincoln. Neb.. Feb. 18.-A bliz-
zard has the Missouri valley In its
grip. Snow fell during the night and
is now a foot deep. Traffic le delayed.
Stormy in Paducah.
With a temperature of 36 this
morning and cloudy and windy, the
day developed into one of the most
disagreeable of. the season, and the
temperature had fallen one degree by
noon. The prediction is a cold wave,
which may have a decided effect is
curbing the turbulence of the Ohio.
The crest is passing Cincinnati, where
a stage of 65 feet will be reached be
tomorrow. The stage here at 3
'tactic was kg, a rise of OA 111_ as
hour, and a 39 foot stage is expected
by morning.
Wind's Frolic. •
Show cases In front of the jewelry
stores of J. L. Wanner, 311 Broad-
way, .and Julius A. Konetzka, 3.15
Broadway, were blown over this
Morning Omit 9;30 durlawthe storm.
They crashed to the sidewalk, break-
ing the glass sides of the cases and
signing. watch fobs, comb., inas apd
other pieces or jewelry over the side-
walk.
GR,ileE BROWN'S SLAVER
MUST BE ELECTROCUTED.
Albany. N. Y.. Feb. 18.-Chester
Gillette, the murderer of Grace Brown
will be electrocuted in the electric
chair. A new trial was refused today.
County Mot Fixed.
The light and heating plant at thc
court house ie. again out of working
order. The armature had to be sent
to Chicago to be rewound and to be
repaired otherwise. This is the elbeotel
time the plant has broken down since
its opening Januery 15•
CHILD BURNS TO DEATH, LOCKED IN
HOUSE, WHILE MOTHER IS WORKING
Neighbors See Smoke and
Burst in Door- Rescue Ar-
rives too Late for Sufferer.
Smoke curling through the chinks
Pro the little home of (emote Irvin col-
ored, at 113; South Tenth street, yes-
terday afternoon, warned neighbors
who knew she was out at work, add
they burst In the locked door to -find
a comfort on the floor ablaze and her
five-year-old daughter wrapped in
flannels and writh:ng In mortal anguish
As quickly as possible water was
thrown on the burning mass. while
; ho' smell of cooking human flesh
filled the room. Dr. J. Van H. Davis.
coloted. was summoned, but the child
was beyond relief and died about fi
ciock. It is believed that sparks
from a fire ignited the bed clothing
on a h a,•11 the child was asleep.
While the doctor was attending the
child, his home became frightened at
the crowd that gathered around the
house and ran away, demolishing the
buggy.
HOTEL BURNED
Colutnbus, Ky.. Feb. lit-The Bel-
mont Railroad hotel was destroyed
by fire Waren 1 and 2 o'clock Mon-
de). morning. It was a total loss. The
fire originated on the third floor from
some cause unknown. The building
ass built by Thomas Alien, first
owner of the Iron Mountain railroad
In 1870. and for a long time it was
the rogillar eating station. It was
run by E. J. Dornly. The railroad
freight. and telegraph offices were
saved.
The cry of a wit untied
Glee that of a cbild ii
liar. resem-
EVELYN GADDING
ABOUT NEW YORK
WITH SUN RISER
New York. Feb. 18.-Everything
ran smoothly in the regular tri-weeltly
dinner of the Sunelse club in a private
room of the °ate Boulevard until
someone -tipped off" the 0)0)0 men and
women diners present that Evelyn
Nesbet Thaw was In the main dining
room of the restaurant. Eveen Thaw
was escorted to the restaurant by E.
R. Thomas, the financier, whose cred-
itore . are arranoing with him to get
part of his income from his father's
eetate. The couple rat by a small
table in the restaurant, both of them
being deslrious evidently of avoiding
notice. They were recognized, how-
ever. and soon everyone in the place
knew- they were there.
For two hones l'immee lead to leave
the wife of Harry Kendall Thaw while
hr. went Into a side room and looked
through a pile of documents which •
man, who, it was said, was one of hie
lawyers, bad broneht him.
Shen Thomas finished his business
in the side event, he slid the morn who
had brought the docurtrepts returned
to the table at which Evelyn Thaw
eat.
ASK ItOOKICVICI.T NOT TO
AbLOW/NATIONAL SPOIIFF.
Feb. 18.-Roosevelt has
been appealed to not to allow cock
Sghtillig at tb• teeming carnival open-
hig week.. The Evangelical
1'n] arhera 4,101040egobled the
PAYING PRICE OF
SIN, MRS. BRADLEY
SOCIAL OUTCAST
ostracized and Shunned, She
is Friendless and Penniless
in (Ad Home.
Feels Sting Most For Her Two
Little Children,
CANNOT FIND 'EMPLOYMENT
•
Salt Lake City, Feb. 18.-Utterly
shorn of all her old-time friendship,
ostracised and shunned, with the
gaunt wolf stalking at her door, Mrs.
Anna M. Bradley is paying the bitter
pre. Womankind rejoiced when a
Washington jury justified her killing
of Arthur Brown, former senator and
father of her two Illegitimate chil-
dren. But In the hour of her greatest
need womankiiid has turned a cold
shoulder toward her.
Today ebe Is living In the most ex-
treme poverty in two miserable rooms
in a shed like a rear kitchen in one
of the poorest quarters of the city.
The walls are thin and the winter
wind sweeps through the cracks. Only
little kitchen stove warms them.
Fuel for this the thinly clad children
gather where they may. Every lump
of coal is a treasure to be guardee
carefully..
Hunger is a frequent visitor. Heart
hunger Is; constant lodger. The wo-
-unce delighted- to honor this
woman, whose brilliancy and talent
were the envy of them all, now shun
her as a pestilence. The nelgabers
warn their children not to play witu
her little sons.
It is the latter which gnaws deepest
into the 'aching heart. That she is
ghat into a world composed of her-
self and her children she does not
otherrise regret.
Long ago she came to realise the
weight of the stain upon her naine.
She has walked miles through the
btreets in search of employment, per-
sonally replying to "want ails." She
has answered scores of others. In-
variably the result is the same. The)
do not say it is because she is Mrs.
Bradley they do not want her.
But she knows.
Itedurance Race.
'Erie, Feb. 18.--Thomas Flyer and
his American car left here today, fol-
lowed by the French machine in the
New York to Paris race. The Italian
r has tire trouble and has not yet
arrived.
Taft on to Concord.
Boston, Feb. 18.-Taft arrtved
here en route to Concord. where he
will confer with Govenor Floyd ano
Other Taft men.
In Bankruptcy.
Lee Sydney Robertaaa. proprietor
:et the Western Turf hotel and saloon
at 121 Broadway, filed a petition in
bankruptcy this afternoon, giving his
known Indebtedness at $846.48 with
assets of $1,956. Among the largest
Paducah creditors are Friedman, Kel-
ler & company, $200•0; J. R. 9m1tb es-
tate, $311.3, for rent. and FA:lodes
Burford company, $1.01, secured by
mortgage. Robertson was recently
refused a renewal of his saloon li-
cense because of a conviction In po-
lice coot .fer selling whisky to a
minor.
NON-1110N MEN' DEPORTED
Piet Abska its Chanel Agallist Wee&
iZ. ern Federation'.
Washington, Feb. 18.-Oondltions
at Fairbanks, Alaska. where the West-
ern Federation of Minerals alleged to
have been deporting non-union men.
were reported to the war department
as "quiet." The report, nude by tele-
graph by the commander of the de-
partment of Columbia, adds: "Sa-
loons have reopened." It Is under-
stood here that no troops have been
sent to Fairbanks; that the order
which went to the commander at
Fort Gibson instructed him to place
himself In touch with Marshal George
G. Perry at Fairbanks, and should a
disturbance result to use -the troops
to preserve order. The report today
Is taken to Indicate that the crlsie In
the labor trouble has passed Reirre-
sentatIve teulser. of New York. intro-
duced a bill to establish a department
of labor. The bill provides for six
assistant secretaries of eabor, who
shall have supervision of questions re-
lating exclusively to labor.
Mr ClerenceChambIln, 1414 South
Teeth street, son of Alderman C
%mann, Is eritieally Ill of Beer
trouble at the Riverside
Little hope Is entertain/4.
ltsci mossy. •
-
'
•
t • 9
Both Phones 192.
Green Houses 50,000 Feet of Glass ,
Choice Cat Roses, per dozen ..a.... .‘ - -....... $1 00••• Carnatkins, per dozen ......  . .......— — - .50
Cyclamens and Prinvems In bloom, pot plants.
I Funeral work and decorations a specialty. We have the largest line
of Pot Plants in the city. Write for our 1908 catalogue. Free de-
livery in any part of the city.
FRANTIC IsEN. CAMPBELL ISjIN CONTROL NOW
;WOMEN
Enquirer Corretkpoadent Says
lie Holds Key.
Organic diettutances of the femin-
Jae system act Iffte a firebrand on
the nerves of women, often driving
them fairly frantic.
• A nervous, irritable woman is a
source of misery not only to herself,
but to all those who come under her
Influence. That such conditions canble entirely overcome by taking
LYDIA E. P1NKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
is _proven by the following letters.
Mrs. Mary Wood, of Christ'
Tenn.., writes to Mrs. Pinkham
"I had the worst form o cloak
troubles and my nerves we all torn
to pieces; semetirdes I suftred so much
that it seemed as thouglel could not live.
n I gegen to taI1 Lydia
bans's Vegetable Gerapousd and now I
feel like • diff nt person. Your medi-
cine is worth Its weight in gold, and I
cannot arf enough for your advice,"
Mrs. Wallace Wilson, Thom di
ville, Cbun, writes to Mrs.inkham
wasll run detwn, nervous, and
" amid not rest night- Doctors failed
to help roe. Lydia K Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound restored me to perfect
health."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pi
- ham's Vegetable Comixamd, ma
from roots and herbs; has been the
standard remedy Air female Ma,
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
"•• displacements, inflammation, ulcera-
tion, irregularities, periodic pains,
backache. Why don't you try it?
Mrs. Pinkluim int ites nfl itch
ea to write her for advice.
us guided thousands to
Address. Lynn, Mass.
if McCracken county Mau tlwiug4
Beckham He Will Break' lfw
Deadlock.
MAY BE ENDED 1N FEW DAYS
The election of a United States
senator to succecd Senator James B.
McCreary before the end of Ails week
Would not come as a surprise to
members- of the legislature, sayte'the
Frankfort correspondeat of ,the CiII-
cinnati Enquirer, Daring,:the closing
days Of the session of last week the
chances for Governor Beekliam were
greatly errhancecj, it Is claimed, and
his election As the situation now
stands depends upon the vote of ilten-
,ator .I. -Wheeler Campbell, of Padu-
,eak.
e supporters oLGosernor Beck-
am have given up-hope of securing
either three of the Democratic votes
from Louisville. and it Is generally
conceded that if they votes would de-
cide the senatorial contest, they 'would
be cart for Gvvernor Bradley. Sena-
tor Charlton said the ether (US that
Ihe might vote for Governor Bradley
before the contest was decided. At
that time it was believed that his re
mark was intended as a jest, but since
then be has given assurances to those
who have importuned him -to vote fo.
Governor Beckham that he would
rather cast his vote for Bradley than
for Beckham.
Representative Chris Mueller has
stated frequently that he would not
vote for Beckham under any circam-
aces. "There la not money enough
in nkfort to get me to vote for
Beckham" said Mr. Mueller on sev-
eral occaeions. To the friends of the
Democratic senatorial nominee. 01.
another occasion, be said, while
standing in the lobby of the Capitol
hotel-, "There is no chance -to get me
to, vote for Govermtr Beckham. 1
would not vote) for hita -tor this room
full of money, which wo4 be more
1
 SCHMAuS BROS.
 At 
The Kentucky
'1Tuesday
FEBRUARY
18
Prices 25c to $1.50
Seats Now on Sale
rammulassaraax,maamsa• 
Same Management as -Coming
Thro' the [lye."
The Rork Company's
Spectacular Prodnetion of
The tand of Nod
By Adams, Hough and Reward
a Musical Extravaganza eMploying
110-1011EIIMIS, SINGERS, DANCERS--80
and a ebotins of sixty sweet-faced,
graceful girls. •
than all the gold-ia-the world."
Senator MeNett has not been
lovas le make each dermeaksed
statements, but it. was through his
shrewdness and knowledge of 1110litk's
the friends of Beckhani believe, the
oPlulaition to him was framed up. If
their surrol'ie is correct. then he could
not consistently vote for Beckham.
There are seven Democrats in the
legislature, who haVe been voting
agallUe,i___Becklialm... our of ilmee
Democrats could elect him, and It is
!Owed that three of them would be
wilkur to cast their votes for Beck-
am, and put an end to the deadlock,
if Senator Campbell wou:d vote for
him. senator Campbell iii-Amte of the
brightest nikmbers of the general as-
sembly, and hits political ambitions.
Even if the three Louisville members
In the Democratic fold should vote
for Bradley. he would still be two
votes short of an election.
Jilted.
_
Nide -113:y. I mgr ts ter say dat our
• e;ae:i.eut has got ter be broke off
Wat's de trouble nowlUt
.ide. Me ma won't leave me wear
ritrg no .e,r it makes me
bii•eic W,•ekly.
••••••■•••••• ••••••••••.16Nowiew
THEATRICAL NOTES
"The Lapd of Nod."
"1' be Land of Nod." a musical fan-
tasy in a prologue and two acts, by
Adams and Hough, with music by
Joseph Howard, will be the attraction
at the Kentucky theater tonight. The
prologue shows a beautiful garden ot
flowers where children are at play.
Little takers-1e" tall* -asleep beneath
a'fase bush, and the ihalige-fit---Oetie
to the first act discloses her In "
issud of Nod." In this mysterious
sleepland with Such iliarige features
as a peppermint river, a house of
•ards, a candy bridge., balloon- trees
• mushroom palaces Bonnie starts
ex ing.- She encounters the "Jack
Dr He s" and hi. parents. "The
'KAM and Queen of Hearts.' "The
Weather Man." who makes alt kinds
of weather while you Walt; "April
Fool." the "Sand Man" and his pal.
"Knockout Drops," and the merry old
"'Man in the Moon," All of these
queer people contribote to her amuse-
ment and entertainment, In the pre-
eed,ng act the "Nightmare Palace" of
the "Land of Dreams- Is entered ant.
Spring Time
is the time to
Foraker and I
Pure Malt Whiskey for Cur44Denaturing Taft la Waelvingtost.
ing of Lung and Throat
Trouble.
Lungs ad
Throat Cured
Mr. J. P. Swords, of Wash-
ington. D. C., Who is 70
FAKE INTERVIEWS 
Eli BRIGHT AND ClfalY SOM.'S
COLORED METHODIST BISHOP,
INDIGNANT AT 'TlitHATMENT.
Years Old, Praises Duffy's Quesed cammizing
In a recent letter Mr. Swords
wrInci "I sin an old soldier of 70
years. My trouble is with my throat
and general debility. Have read a
good deal about Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey and the good it has done
many. %Vhile I hesitate to have my
name in print, I cannot refrain from
giving my testimony regarding the
great benefit" Ithave received from
the use of Duff's Pure Malt Whis-
key. During the last two years my
lungs and throat have given me
much trouble. Taking Duffy's
Malt Whiskey according to the di-
rections on the bottle, 1 bun'
helped me wonderfully. It-is a fine
tonic for building up the system."
Dufly's Pure Malt Whiskey is an
absolutely pure distillation of malted
grain; great care being used to have
every kernel thoroughly malted, thus
destroying the germ and producing a
predigested liquid food in the form
of a malt essence, which is the most
effective tonic stimulant and invig'or-
ator known to science; softened by
warmth and Moisture its palatability
and freedom from injurious substances
render it so that it can be retained
by the must sensitive stomach.
Sold by druggists, grocers and
dealers, or. direct. $1 per bottle.
Illustrated medical booklet Contain-
ing a few of the many convincing
testimonials received from grateful
men and women who have been
cured, and doctor's advice free.
Duffy Malt Whiskey Cu., Roches-
'. N. Y.
Harris as 'Wee Autnnin" and little
Helen May as" Gbliteli Rod."' Tile
prima donna roleeof "C:aire Living-
stone" (Miss Bob ‘V tte will he sung
by Miss- Loris- tioarediRe. whose bril-
liant- work as the Yonbrette- in Spen-
ser's opera. "Rnsal.e" will he well re-
membered. The story of "Itiss Bob
White" is simple but humorous and
i concerns the comical adventures of
Iwo young millionaires, WIto, to pay
an election bet, clothe themselves" In
ragged attire and sally 'forth for a
month's tramp in the 'rural districts
of Pennsylvania. They are without
money, that bteng a condition of the
wager, and of course are mistaken for
tramps. After many vicissitudes, their
WItiblalltoa, D. C-, Feb. 18.—TIle
gathering here' of the bishops of the
three branches of the Coloreal Meth-
odist church has been made the Otelt-
stun of a riotdus syaiposlum of mis-
representation of the attitude of the
negro in matters politfeal„
Fake Interviews, canonising Sena
tor Foraker and crucifying Houeevel.
d Taft, have been appearing galore.
uday the pendultrm Is swIdging to
the other side, denials of these inter-
views being widely circulated
Bishop C. R.-Harris, Bishop G. W.
Clinton, ,-*of Ckarlotie, N. C., and
J. W. Hood, Fayettev e.
N. C.. have voiced their indignation
°err the sentiments falsely attributed
to them. Bishop Hood has scut a note
to Preilderit Roosevelt to the fa:ow-
ing effect: '
"I made etatemeat such as the
on g atirilSitted-to me. The reporte3
who Wrote it did not see me at all.
I did make a statement to another re-
poter, which was not pUbl,ahed. I
suppose It-was uot what be wanted."
Bishop also la Mil! of th.
bishops who has boiled an elaborate
enconium of President Roosevelt ard
stands squarely by him.
MRS CURED IN I TO 14 DAYS.
PALO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching.tilled, Bleed-
ing -or Prqtrudlog Piles in 6 to 14
days or money refunded,' 60e.
Caul Luse l'utirselt in France
A feature of the roads of Frances
the ever-present guide-post. These
guide-poets consist of an iron plaque.
about two feet long and a foot high.
- - sevurely mounted on eturdy posts or
the plot, begun in preceding act, fasteued to name ,•Irtiatantial wall.
is carried to a iogl.al conclusion. They are Ilkinted in white and blue
mid show, without any possibility of.
"Mies Bob White." mistake, not only the -commune or
in making the revival of "Miss Hob township In which they stand, but the
White," which' wi',1 appear here Fri- next important place In elther direr-
day. Meter Mien & Zimmerman tiitn as well as the distances between
have seenas amity of the old east all the chief points upon that route
-044-9*.orraled ieTee„-LaTTI - if Tivirel-e,-trater
Deshon will be Toon(' J. Lee McClure Lug on a road which• lead, to Parts
s"--Artie Tre Bitrun." Matt Hanley that the name of the metropolis,w111
tts tbe "Duke Hieit Tit:es," Joseph appear-on the Alin-board. although it
Leighton as "Friend Red.- William may be feveral ki"ometers distant.
Johnson as "Jack Hearty." Lillian in addition -to these guide-posts the
Burnett as "Nis, st• hu:.;er," Tour:ner, club of France has put on
the • hief roads a sories of shoe and
:iilmmd5 to jnititt,' in moieTristi-and
.ble:o lists what sort of a road they •re,
aP_Proloog,- The eign_ "raleritIr
which, translated into good United
Stotts, means to "let up," has tansed
many a motorist who was unfamiliar
with the road he was traveling, to
slow down And to find shortly after
the sign had been passed that if was
that he paid attention to it, be-,
cause or a steep grade or some ab-
rupt turn. There is no excuse. In
view of the.sytnizols and sign boards.
ler anyone motoring in France to get
on the wrong rode or to come unix-
peetedly into trouble.—The Outing
Magazine.
feed
B.A.THOMAS
Stock and Poultry Foods
Poultry supplies of ail
kinds. The only exclu-
seed store in Paducah.
M. J. Yopp Seed Co.
124 $ Stasi. Old Phent 243
-04
I go . sen, an, • as a. n .1them celebrating their return to fish-
! 0 . , life at__the_ villa_ TreBOdion_
on tke banks of the Iludeon. Nixon
& Zimmerman have provided a Ane
seen* and factorial egnipment.- sad
slave engaged a company of forty-Ave
oe°111° to P1 310'1'4 render ''...• emirs,-_ . -
Yellow 11.7r.ver as Ship.
Galveston. Tex.. Feb.. 15.,-Ga the
:teluser Crispin. which arrivli,d in the
Roads, three mi:es out front Galves-
ton, from Para. Brasil, there were two
cases of yellow fever. The two met.
affected- are Third Engineer Davis
and Third officer Pritchard.
TO PREVIA,' THE GRIP
LAXATIVE BROM() QUININE re-
moves the cause. To get the genuine,
all for full name and look for sigma-
lure of K. W.GROVIL 26c.
1. %Pi wee want Alas.—Erre regalia
•
PISO'S CURE
Save the Lungs
from the dreadful ravages
ef cou•urrares .11 by corm(
the-bri-mmgh-ul•-r1514 
fore it i• t Jet,. Pe•-'s
CUM speedily mops coughs
• and relit, rs throat and
lung tronbies. Ab2,Iutely
free tram otuectiundnle and
harmful and
styrreahle I, the taate.
All druggists, lemma.
COUGHS, , COLDS
AU the patent medicines and
toilet articles advert,red in this
paper are on sale at)
McPherson's Drag Store
Fourth and Broadway.
••1
All the Nevvest and Best Instrnmental?ieces
ean it found on the counters of
D. E. WILSON 1111.110011—AWMUSIC MAN
Save yourself time, trouble ahd money by cofining!o
us when you want sheet music. We certainly have
the stock on hand ani we still make cut prices.
stomaching Cent.
A laindou inventor claims to have
discovered a process for producing
smokeless coal, apparently by distills:-
tiou of coal at-a low temperature.
This, after filtration. Is said to depos-
Ing Pruperties of a ch are far great-
er than those of the original coal, and
abich Is absolutely free from isinoke
cud dirt. The inventor contends that
fforts to overamie.the smoke plague
have hitherto been unsuocessful, las ,
cause they have been Made in the
wrong direction. and that by the ex-
. traetof thls smoke-producing material
in coal before Ireineirtirtreti. he ha.s
bortesucceesful in prueing a smoke
leas coal. Sir W. B. Rheinland,
presid,ent of the society for the Pre-
ve.zetion  of Smoke, has brought Ile
this Invention.--New York Times.
NeW, York paper sayi McGraw
will remain in Lost Angeles until it is
time for him to make tracks, for the
East. Posiltbly Delmont and Shops-
beau i Inv are in ulivul.
Only One "BROMO that is
Laxative Brom" Quinine  mi awl
,Y•011,1asobing- 25cC.rees? Cola in Ore Dao ftrfv71,. 2 Days
PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.
Everything First-Class Polite `'ervice
YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED
Buy hot Coal of ilte New Coal Company
1 MITCHELL 4 BROWNING823 Harrison StreetPromptness and satisfaction guaranteed. Try usand be convinced.Call Old Phone 595-a New Phone 159
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a areas deal cheaper to pleas annual eubscriptione to sev-
eral iustatazineent _the eanusAime and order them al_l__togetber from
us, than it is to,buy the satne maturities: singly or eubser:be to them
separately. Combination club Offers are now made by vita h sub-
scribers. la soverat nvtiazfivai• __ast-oecuets her-gale priese.'4".a•Cra•••••
getting three or four magasines he. the price of one or tiro. Sub-
scriptions may be 'sent to different.adzresuies. :f desired. and may bee
gin with any mouth. Let us katter what-wage: 
ag now or what magazines you want to take next year. ate) we alll
quote the combination price. se owing &ovate to be effected.
14.‘MPLJa
McClure's Magazine $1.60
or Auicrleaa
Reader Magazine.... 1.00
Metropolitan ..1.60
or World Today
or .Wornau's Home
Oarasaaioa 51.114
All tor WOO. Halt Pries
Reader Magazin* ...53 00
-Review of Reviews ..3.00
or OuLng
or Ainaleelt.
or Smart Set
BARGAINS.
Cosmopolitan $1.00
Heine Magastse ..1.00
filmsetting ....1.00
or America*
IC 00
Both for lit4.00, Half Price
Home Magvzino $1 00
McClure 's ..1 50
or Cosemopo:Itan
or American
or Success,
$2.60
Both foe $1-611
03.00
Ali fee-ail.aa
Weekly toter Ocean
and Farmer ..-..11.110
MeCabl's Magmas. .. .60
(with pattern)
-
$2.60
All for 01.23. Halt Price
Designer.. $0.60
(with fashions)
Oossuopol Hail • . . . . . 1.00
Reader Marmite* 3.00
$4.50
All for $340
Orimplete Subseriptios Catalogue, with beautiful Harrison Fisher
cover, listing all magazines ciaga- and In clubs at /*west rates
you tree on receipt of postal card request. •
Central Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis, Indiana.
The flobtts-Merrill Company
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COMEDY
With
OVER 300
IN PHILADELPHIA
Nixon 4 Zimmerman
Original All-Star
the World-Fameus
NIGHTS
Cast
American
BOB WHITE
Opera Company Presents that
DESHON
in Willard Spencer's Distinctively
OPERA
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Nor TO SENATE
HOOKEVELT WILL UM SAYS A
COMIEstiPONDENT.
Ttuit-Ite
Would Nut Accept Seat From
- _New, York.
year hence? This is a coo-lion which
many have asked, and elle° no on.
• is able to answer. The president him-
self. cannot answer it, for the sample
reason that he does nil t know.
But, there is one point as to kb
future as to ecterh he has finally and
definitely made up hie mind. Be will
not accept a seat in the Vetted States
WHIM vie past forty-eight
hours the presiJerit hair told personal
friends of his decision as to this.
There has been a great deal of talk
of the president going to the senate
as the successor of Senator Thomas
C. Platt, of New York. who will step
down and out the 4th of March. 1901.
For a long time the president himself
looked Spun this with tarot. Without
at etny tine- reaching a conclusion the
Idea appealed to hen. and he talked
it over with has friends, some (A
Whom advined him to go to the senJ
TICK OF 'CLOCK
HEARD AFTER BEING DEAF FOR
TWENTY YEARN.
Jaanaiet• Phase Tures, lies-a-Mederu
Miracle in Mr, Weller's
Boston, Feb. 17.—There Boerne to
.elfWashIngton, Vete 18.,--.11iLat
President Heareevelt do after his Drees he 
no teems; in thestremeadous inter-
est that has been aroused in this etty•
ent term expires a little more bile a
and vicinity by 1.. T. Cooper, the
yoarng philanthropist, who is intro-
ducing his preparations to Ituiston
people. • The remarkable results "ac-
eompliabed by him in the past two
weeks an daily beoetulog more mani-
fest. Some of those who purchased
hie medicine in the early part of his
visit are now callIng at ble headquar-
ters, the Jay MS Drug !Sore, S4 Wash-
ington street. to report results.
Yesterday was a record-breakIng
day, and ninny present were anxious
to tell what Cooper's preparations bad
done for them. One of these was Mts.
W. Weller. living at 3567 Washington
street, 'Jamaica Plain. hers. Weiler
had previously been treated for deaf-
nese, which, according to her story.
had afflicted her fear twelve years. She
can now hear any ordinary converse-
Owe In relating her experience Mrs.
Weiler said:
"For teeter years I have been at-
ate, and SONIS of whom are radically meted with smeeehal demonism, and
Opposed to the suggestion. Until heard no word during that time. I
quite recently it has been strongly Se- have seen Many physicians and taken
IleVed by thoee :n the confidedlie of , much medicine, but for all the good
Mr Roosevelt that when the time it did me it mitght have been so much
came for a dei ision on this scores—Ii :water. I read a great deal about these
It ever d:d come -the presideet would Cooper medicines, but paid little lit-
consent te wear the toga and sit In !tentian to it until I read of a man in
the **American_ House of Lord's." Un-:Cambridge who had been relieved of
less Mr. Roosevelt again changes hialicatarrtal deafness after twenty years.
mind this may now be regarded a* I then catne here and bought toed-
out of the question. !tie, both for local application and
to be taken Internally.
"At the end of a week I heard the
clock is the dining room tick. I had
never heard it before, as we bought it
ed? The rhinoceros," said JoItti R
s, one Of„ the bat game hunter: 
eince I became deaf. I also heard
Beadle 
of the world. 
street noises and some conversation.
"In tquatorial Africa ,oti will find 
Now I can hear so much bettee that I
am absolutely aetoeished. I no longer
the relate-erre almost evers where-- in have head realties. and the dropping in
the high Land and in the "low land In in) throat has altogether mooed.
the-open country and in the brut& -The New Discovery has also cured
You 'resit Muted= serhenssou street _Yr-. my hm.hutd.of soseepossess although
-Pe14414weeteled-lwallo- al"' "ea- atalk-Ah• bitw leetie-taking ensedietne_alL
Ing through his habitat. wholly "a" }life for It without relief. He has no
afillelLititla of his presence. you sudden-!trouble of that kind it all since MA-
Then 
Ii 
ig' the mellelne. •We both - coneiderty %POT s-hua, chug.'
help ,tou If- tot( are not protided with ,these ee'estiretely won-
'a rifle of large'ealiber Ind carrying.derful In what they accomplish."
st. el eulle:s. Your only chance is to! Statements such as 
this . from
do a swift .indestep. and even then yers1
have on l) t h ter shet that villii-sountss-- 
sources_of unireirtioned Integrity have
firmly established nubile CiffilidiRtee In
the brain, the ns.'k and heart oboe Coo is ability, and although 00/110
When tie: le charging head on. It le aviinbica 
or 
the
medical_ pi.oremmoo
Yurpossibi; for you to ream+ lithe I' ff eibeS the (subject is brought up
one ••-- Chicago Journal, in their iresence, the faith of the Peo-
' altv remainwitaithakeit.-
Pilecnase Metals is tliminhoss Cut.
Harrisburg. Ps.. Feb. 17.—Ore.
containing gold, slver and copper 
have been found In. the celebrated MAY FIELD SCH.00LSi 
Culebra cut of the Panama canal. This
has been ascertained by chemical in-
vestigation at the laboratory of Col.
H. C. Deming. consuleng state 'eche- 
HAVE NEW fir PERINTENDENT,
gist in' this tit). Three lots of the ore 
A. C. BURTON.
were wet here for determination. and
Mort Imagerous
"Whet is the more dangerous of all
the wild snots! that I have enoriu ter.
•
••
es
lo ever one of fbem the three metals
•were found, one of the samples Dein
conelderablv richer in the precious
metals than the others. Larger
quantithei are tube' shipped to aseet-
tan writ the profits will he when
ono ere property worked tip Su bulk... 
Thebelief here Is that al; the returns
of the rich find will Mitzi to the
Lnited States government.
IIROWING IN POPULARITY.
The More People Know Nentsnee Mer-
pod& the Reiter They Like It.
:The Anwre II be. ()mei; known the
better It Is liked. One bottle stale
two. and those two sell four. Neetro's
iferpickle Is what we are talking
about. • It cleat** the scalp of all
dandruff, aid deetro)ing the cause. a
little germ or parasite, prevents the
return et dandruff. As is hair (Dew-
ing it is delightful. It ought to be
found on ever) toilet table. It stops
falling hair, Sad prevents baldness.
It should be used occasional!), Is a
preventive to OMNI the scalp from
a new invasion oUthe dandruff mi-
crobe. Died by leading druggists.
Two sizes 50c and $1,110. Bend 10e
in stamps for sample to The limps
ride Co.. Detroit. Mich.—W. B. 11c-
r" ----- Speclai 1eant.
OUR DRUfiS
are all chemically tested and
examined before a
singja article is Owed on sal.
We find it neertiFarv to do th
In order to have o'er reels te
to our nigh standard of quell!.
A good thing for )oti•to
tnessfCer.
weedllbeem
W. B. McPherson
Ralh Fieitc 14.
Teleetione +Thera,* to any
part of tee .ity In 13 minutes.
Roth phone. No. Ind
•
Job. W. Taylor. Seemed While ChM
Here in Graves County, Dics at
Wesel Plains,
Mayfield. Feb. Is —Trustees of the
Shodeld city schools have ieenured
Prof.. A. C. ThitToh, driternierson, as
euperinondent of the city schools and
Will begifi his duties May 1.
Menet In Grave*.
Jubn W. Taylor. one of the pioneer
citizen,. of Graves county died Sun-
day at his home near West Plains.
The death occurred at the home of
ille son, A. P. Taylor, where he had
made his home. He was born Novem-
ber 24. 1821, making his age S6
years. two months and 22 days. He
wee the second white child born I
Graves county and is well known In
wi stern Kentucky. He was a mem'
her of the Trace Creek Baptist church.
her. Taylor ls averviired by three sons
and two daughters. The sons are
P., M. T. and W. It Taylor and the
daughters are Mrs. Annie C. Ryburn
and Mrs. Rlipah A. Hon.
BANK I'll Mt )R ARRESTED.
Amassed Before Judge Deelirig--
!tele/teed on Bond.
CLOSE CALL
PAIMENGER TRAIN MERAILED
NEAR LOUISVILLE SUNDAY.
seunior J. Whireler I ',wiping! etiel
Clem Whitteniow.• Weer Among
the i'asowssipen..
bouleville,41seb.. 18.--Nearly two
hundred passengers geo_ the IllinoIs
Cintiaf train from New Orleans. due
In 'Louisville Sunday morning at 7:35
o'clock, had a hair-raising experience
about twenty-five miles west of here
A frightful catastrophe and loss of
life were only narrowly averted.
The train Was approaching Mul-
draugh, just hesond West Point, and
just as the it...emotive passed ante ths.
trestle the forward trucks of thelen-
der wsre derailed with a jolt that
threw the pa,-sengers from their (este,
In great alarm they clung to seats
and woodwork as the train continued
to bump across the trestle with A
succession of lam and Jerk& ,
Just beyond the trestle the train
ss•aa brought to a standstill, and the
crew spent nearly two hours in gee
ling the engine trucks back upon the
Fir•4 the engine was uncoupled
and the blow process of "jacking"
the log lender was begun. While the
passengers stood by and watched the
work. Among them were Senator
Wheeler Campbell, of Paducah. and
Clem J. Whittemore, of Mayfield, and
Simon 'A. Drelfus. of Louisville. '
The trestle at Muldeaugh is over a
series of gulches and is 190 feet high
at one point. When the passengers
realised telt they had humped across
this elevation with the tender wheels
derailed they recovered from their
fright sufdelently to marvel how the
rear cars remained on the track, and
to return thanks for their narrow
escape.
Faerisseer Tried to *op.
The engineer said that he felt the
tender wheels leave the track and at-
tempted to slow down In crossing the
trestle, hot was unable to lessen the
:Teed of the locomotive within such a
short space. He, too. wit devoutly
thankful that the accident was noth-
ing worse:
The train was composed of nine
coaches-,. IiierefirSt- Pullman eleePierif
baggage. arss --Mk; and matt eonvsl
partments It reached LouleVille at
10:16 o'clock. nearly three houre iate,
•
AFFINITY AGENT,
It omen Found titialf of Using Mails
to Defraud.-- -
New York, Feb. I .--Charles W.
Mores arrived on the steamer Etude
and was arrested by state authorities
on two charges of grand larceny in-
volving $100,000, was arraigned be-
fore Mike Dowling and mleased on
$20,1140 bail furnished by a surety
reambanv. _He gave out a statement
asserting his Innocence and asking tbe
public to suspend judgment until he
hi o harran opportunity of facing his
accuser; in court. Mr. Horse will ap
pear before Justice Dowlink In Mehl
court end plead not guilty to the In-
dictmeats.
"1 am very sorry to hear, Capt.
Salter. that arour wife left you so un-
ceremoniously." "My mistake,
I took her for a Mite and she proved
tu he a skipper."—Curreat Liters
lure.
Chicago. .Feb. 11 '-Marion Goode-
nough, who, at Newton Grey, conducts
ed a matrimonial bureau in Elgin..
was found guilty of having used 
1---11711iffilK—perpetrating fraud upon
William Grable. of Dearborn. Mo., by
falling to secure for him, as a wife.
"a wealthy and gqod looking widow."
as promised in advertising Matter
sent out by her. The verdict was re-
turned before Judge Landis in the
United States district court. The pen-
alty to. which Miss Grey is subjected
under the finding Is eighteen months
Imprisonment In the reforroatory or a
or innion or both. although the
court may make the punishment lees
in its discretion. Arguments for a
new trial will be heard Marcia 2. Mies
Grey will remain at liberty under
s glees-after-her-leelietneauts - -
Pallor* twilit., not 90 meek to miss-
ing opportunities as to 'allure to make
them.
Myth ing--enmetitties babies err
and men fuss about.
Howell—What kind of a part has
llowell in...the new Pliti? 4".
Powell—It is an emotional role for
him: In one act he has to refuse to
drink.—lierper's Weekly.
"I remember you used to he fond
Of a certain prelty coed, and she used
to beat you in an argument."
"She still does. We're married
now."--St. Louis Republic.
"THE PROOFS"
What basis fs there for the state-
ment that there has been no reale
treatment for kidney disease?
The medical term for kidney dis-
ease Is NEPHRITIS. which means
Inflammation of the kidneys. and till
recently there was nothing that would
allay kidney Inflammation.
But there are many kidney medi-
cines co-called, and many people With
kidney trouble get well!
Because It commonly gets well at
first. - - -
Medical writers now declafe that
kidney disease develops so uncon-
sciously that, as a 'rule, It is far ad-
vanced before It is discovered (see
"Medical Brief." p. li0.2.)4
l'liey admit that in -the tecondery
stage they have nq specific, for it (see
sanmauthority, sense page).
That this is true Is also shown to
the enormous growth of the census
deaths from 'kidney --disorden—now
over Till per dlr.
How then can any of the old-time
kidney medicines be considered
"cum?"
After two years od quest and ex-
periment tho late John J. Fulton was
the first man In the world to dtscover
a compounl that by direct action on
the kidney tiseues allays kAncy in-
flammation
Fultpn's Renal Compound, se it Is
callegl, is controlling kidney disease,
both. In the first and second stages.
that Were never known before to re-
spond to medicine
Literatid-e rnalled free
JOHN J. FULTON CO.,
Oakland, Cat
I 
W. B. McPherson le our sole local
Pat snout Ask for HI-Monthly Bulletin
cif late reeaverlae. _ _..... .a.t 
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The Splendid MINI
Serial _Story
Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a loeic into
a I,ttle world of action where all
of the emotions that ruake or
mar life—and lives-are set in
swifeexciting play-one against
the other. Incident fol fowl inci-
dent with quick succession, and
a vivid panorama of intrigue.
mystery,love and strange adven-
turing kindles the interest te
the fusing point.
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in colorincpictu resting
In background, faithbil in Char.
acterirstion and intensely dra-
manc,withst:rringclimax,Satan
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by HaUl. Ermistie Alum
Aed•wr of Heart, Ceuregness•
lad The castamay•
litgailicrurly [Unarmed er
A. a WENZALLL
•
For all the Family Circle
11111 NMI MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home, that covers every avenue of appeal to the kom,e-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its esseinbutions center ip the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable, more Interesting. „Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME M.‘GAZINE is cheerful.- happylhaited, Wholenotiled. - Its dominant
mote is the notc ef optimism and hopefulness. From cover to covet, it is pleasant.
entertainingscharmerig and replete with valuable informatios.,
THE 1101111 MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every Ameticatt msa
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide-sod its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by nigh_ an& women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the department ccaery sad
etiquette. Eugene gute contributes a great series on hcsne furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZft contains the most excitiag stories; the most beautiful
illustrations, the dent important feature articles.
THE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.
For Everybody in the Home/
ChettOME
MAGAZINE,
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLAR!A,YEAR
c_it MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPART—MENT3,
ANIDOG.1111 DEPARTMENTS IN Tit IONA MAGAZINE
ARE TintirOLLOWING
coocenT
A r art obisli requiem mast studious and MCI-
ge,.t spoLcsoos I. be known it Os beet Maoy
recipm, accompanied by superior Iliostranons,
• our readers to giro asmaimil variety wad
alum to the home table.
Maria* Iteland, ties armee living antler.
by. maduces eats dapartmosa.
SOCEZIVILDENG
This departmest sausfautey r.l.ets filet lure
Ideas sod experience of the e•liale CaMffier y
1•,..;•ing sonfortablw seiastilw. yet fanharaes
priced beam
111711UOR DECORAT10/1
Genuinely helpful. with timely suggsations of
brirense practical valve. Mural decoratios, rum.
faraleurs. anti the °sunset arrangement of Low
Oars, with a special view so con.asuesce owl
sum fort
DOMILEZPING
Thu managuame of a Masa frogs cellar to
garret, with some mention of the thousand and
▪ isberineing tees saw bens manufac-
tured for the convenience of ti. home-nukes,
Whether the home be of two ••• twenty roam.
FLORICULTL'Ill OR LANDSCAPE
GARDE:HMG
Invaluable for than lovers of seam oho
would make their Soma grounds effacer.' and
beautiful. Helpful to the amateur Sorest and
bescestmg to soon' ono-
en VEGETABLE GARDEN
Samosable articles dealing with garilening on
• Sewn or city lot- What to grow and ho. te
grow it. Filled with good ideas. laseraes1
THE HORSE AND THE STABLE
Illustrated articles by oelmansiodged gather.
hie.
POULTRY AND THE ILIDUAL
Priu_tical and helpful 4epartssears-.141301-1
Purim, editor of Poultry, is one of the rAstrlh•
incite
PRACTICAL PAIMOIS
Choice desians, illesbatioas sod enespielle I
descriptions carefully selected to vire subscrib-
era **ranee &yin, practical and correct.
Our pattern department renders PrcuMil ase
satisfactory service at a minimum curt
11111LOIDUT AND NEEDLEWORK
Pretty yet oisapie Memos tbat even very how
"omen can successfully wcomplish. The van.
all 
1:ffered seven sensolthyropfs tilpiat.rasze=
MULTI AND IlYGIIHR
The making of strong. well-formed, perfectly
developed bodies, the of exercise, farth-
ing. with special articl.• as the ogre a Sba
eyes, nose, teeth and es'.
HAINL Y AlOCT: PEOPLE
Entertainiag stones in peraaraphs of A...',-
-
lam men sail women. Illustrated with pew
traits.
TIIIVIS AND OfTT-RTIIWS
What wen and women of many weeders, ate
thinking, and ssyuig, on tp• queenena of Ms
day.
IMUALS
BobbwhIerriT1 alma", the swat rotator saw
vies uf America, appear as serials befase do*
publication in book form.
CSOKEST SHORT STORM
Humorous stories, lere weries and stories
of business and adventure—clean,
satisfying and delightful, WWI iota sif"Ibla.6.8114
appear in every number.
GDR= JAR
A mirth-provoking, the-e,
eabllaratiag milkmen* of vagrant hits-laga
.ad Imese. boa /9U2311 elf4
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, Indianapolis, Ind.
This splendid magazine ljwill
be given to The Sun readers
----ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost  
Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .6 .6 .6 .6 .6
.4 Speedei losnore
Home life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series .1 articles dealing Is
the most intimate, familiar, and
persosal way widoke home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vies-President Fairbenkui,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated. 4
Begias soon.
Short Stories,
By the best writers in the coma-
try appear inevery issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full
wholesome sentiment, good.
humor sod adventure.
Illustrations
All the departments are fully
illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in Tax
Hobe leleeezien, either in
color or biask sad whist. an
Howard Chandler Christy, Hai-
rison Fisher. A. B. Wenzell,
C. F. Underwood, j_ C. Clay,
George Bedua.jay Hasobidge,
seg..
•
C
THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., com-
prises ,some of the bet talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done hy Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste. •
The Sun 115 S. Third St.
Taft 364 votes, which with the 2oit
from the south would give him a6.4
levee. of the total of ago.
There is little doubt of lb. accuracy
of these figures. Taft Is rertain to
get the great west and the eolith.
(Mkt and 'Michigan are neighbors,
-while the oppositioa bas otherwise
hedged him in with favorite Noes, Is.
&name Illinois and Pennsylvania
Staving candidates of their own. But
there is a popular movement on foot
In all there mates In accord their far-
e' Ile eons the courtesy of home sure
sport, while their names are before the
tonverlon. and then go to the sec-
✓etary of war on the break. ,
It was the hope of the opposition to
lie up the delegations so that they
could be dellyered in hen-Iles to the
strongest antb-ed mr n bora t len candi-
date ; but In the matter of presiden-
tial selection the popular will governs The Father sever drove a
ny Into
largely. The Cabled Stater is too bigot's! far country.
_"----- I
403212.131001f LICH WEEKLY.
MIN SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
11110011.FORSTED.
T. M. FISHER, Freakiest
IL I. PAXTON. General Manager.
Milbeeed at the pestellic• sti Peewee.
Ex.. as second class matter.
SUBsaureloo
THE DAILY Salt
DT Carrier, per week es .111
Iger mail. per month, In advance.. .23molt per year, in advance  MAO
THE WEEKLY SUN. -
Pat yes?, by mall. postage eaki -21..1111
Athlrees THE SUN. Paducah, Hy...
OM" Ili South Third. Pnone UL
Sterne A Young. Chicsge sad Neer
;fork. representatives.
ERB BUN csa be found at the foliate-
satplaces.D. Clements & Co.
Van Culln Bros.
Palmer House.
M 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18.
MINA—
CERCULATION STATEMENT.
January-120S.
1. ...... 3891 17 3766
3 3768
3891 20 3778
4 3E94 - 21 
✓ 3899 23 ..3778
7 3900 23 . 3826
8 3790 24 3870
3796 25 3874
CIO  3805 27 8864
11.. ...... 3808 28 3871
13 3796 29 3873
14 3788 80 3813
16 3796 31 3322
16 3766
Total 103.390
Average for January, 1908....3829
Personally appeared before me, this
retbruary 3d, 1908, R. D. MacMillen,
business manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month V January, 1908, is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
10th, 1913.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
Daily Thought.
Talent develops itself in solitude;
Character in the stream of life.
-Goethe.
The trouble with Marion Gray, the
Chicago "afilnity agent," was that she
wasn't inarryln' at all.
Those Jape can outdo the oriel
(flats. Minister Takahira can even in-
terview himself, and .acknowledges
that he dOes It more satisfactorily
than a newspaper man could.
The la Center Advance again
makes its appearance, after a brief
suspension. If the succeeding issue.;
are as newsy as the first, the paper
ehould be supported by Ballard coun-
ty folks.
result of the special election in Mason
amity to choose a successor to Rep-
resentative Virgil McKnight, and the
festal may have a moral effect we the.
setatortat contest. VT alcisnIglet in-
sisted that his people were with him
In the fight against "Beckham, while
Deckham'a suppOrtere_ _Maintalned
that Mason county people_were pro-
-testing against him attitude. The elec-
tion probably will result In the choirs
of a Republican to succeed 'him,., the
Democratic party is split over the sen-
atorial question. and McKnight car-
ried the county by a small majority.
That would bring W. 0. Bradle)'14
Cection nearer, and might drive the
Democrats in the legislature closer
together.
Cairo Is contemplating the erection'
rof a $50,000 city building.
TAFT AND HUGH.89.
Walter Wellman, the famous Wash-
ington correspondent. figures that
Taft should win on the first ballot at
Chicago. Fk allows the secretary of
war 200 of the 266 southern delegates,
and saya that while someone appar-
ently is 'furnishing funds to inspire
contents In some states, the national
committee will make short shrift Of
these In addition he places New
Jersey. Maryland, West Virginia. Ohio
ffelehlean, Minnesota. North and South
Dakota. Iowa, 'Nebraska. • Missouri,
Oregon. Washington. Idaho and the
territories in the Taft column. with
:New England in the convention un-
(pledge& and ready to climb into th••
best looking band wagon_
Not counting New England the
 do mcko
ebucab Sun 
for a Wooed politician Isr . more then hold on to the popular
movement and make the best of the
situation.
Taft and Hughes is still a pretty
good guess. with the declaration of
Governor Willson that he will not coo-
bider thevie rfaldeu — _
THE 'LEAP YEAR PERI.L.
As. the church- belie, foghorns.
steamboat whistles, cannon crackers
and automobile sirens whooped the
new year in this morning the hearts
of 9,000,0100 American bachelors be-
gan to flutter. Nineteen-eight is a
leap year, and while a leap year lags
Rs weary length along the shadowy
theoretical barriers of maidenly re-
serve are down. It is the open season
for match making, parlor intrigue and
shanghaiing. ur every
dark corner. Grass widows swoop
down upon the guileless in horrible
hordes. Even old maids powder their
noses and take the trail.
No wonder the average bactelqr
dreamed terrifying a le Newburg
dreams fast night and awoke this
Morning with his heart' at the mast-
heed of his esophagus and cold beads
of clamminess upon his brow, It. is
dinned into his ears that he will be an
extra hagardous risk, as the insurance
men say, until Dec. 31. fits friends
warn him of his perils. He shies at
every skirt. A glance front a pair of
black eyes appalls him. By June 110,-
000- bachelors in Baltimore alone will
be nervous wrecks.
All the-seinte--thers--is
why the true Dionysian should let
leap year shake his normal fortitude
and self-confidence. The terrors of
the most strenuous leap year imagin-
able, at their very worst, are terrors
that confront a man in the open. He
may observe them coming on, and he
may fight them to a [Wash like a man.
The grass widow who swoops down
is visible to the naked eye. She
makes a noise as she advances. It is
possible to evade her, to trick her, to
scare her away (though not often),
and even to skedaddle. She is in the
open field. The glare of the
red -un illuminates and exposes her
fell Intention.
In sears that are not leap years
the baeh.lor faces far more serious
odds. Instead of being tackled hon-
estly and obviously, he is approached
surreptitiously and stealthily, Un-
able to nail hifn viva voce, as in leap
year, the crafty grass witIOW Writs
upon him her batteries of deceit, al-
lurement and chicanery. ehe makes
him believe that he Is doing the woo-
ing; that he is the aggressor. She
afftets reluctance coyness, coquetry.
The result Is that the bachelor is en-
meshed in a manner which is die-
graceful to a man of his intelligence.
Before he quhe knows what has
struck him he is chained to the altar
rail.-Battimore Sun.-
-.40.=••11.•.••••=1.
2-MINUTE SKETCHES
Stephen A. Douglas.
Hy 11013E2 T VS LOVE.
VERY
early In his career Stephen
A. f)ongiall became -'ketten
throughout the. country as -the
LIttleGiant." The soOriqueewal,
s fit one. --Pbyekaatay-besarassabotVand
slight-a little man Mentally be Was
Mg from his boyhood. His bead was
large and correspondingly brainy. He
was a giant in intellect
Douglas was daringly ambitious. His
goal was the-presidency of the totted
States As a schoolboy in ‘'ermout and
wieners, New York the famtluir para-
doxical fact that "any Amerkan boy
7ail become president" seems to tiara
taken possession of him lie settled in
I new state. Illinois, to grow up with
tbe country and work himself into !void
ership. Though he failed of the pres
Sleety. ire was In the whitest lerassiar
the presidential limelight for years
Perhaps no man in American history
rose to national eminence so rapidly
as did Douglas He almost woo •
nomination for congress at the age or
twenty-five. Only three years Islet
be Was a member V the supreme
sourt of linnets. restgulog this office
it the age of thirty to enter congress
In tbe lower house Douglas became et
meta a national figure. Entering the
senate a few years later, bis fame
widened and deepened wItti each NW'
ooding year Douglas wee a farmer*
prominent man in 18.52 than was
Franklin Pierre. who defeated him for
:he Ltemocrellro_11401118110a for Prei-
Went and was elected. DOug'as was
the slates meiril1eib44-011-011-111-fIlliTtinvortel nmter-forteo-Peegiworo
engrotortig slavery problem tad ac
divided his party that vain be falied
to win the nommation. In leleo he
was nominated by the oortbeett_sec-
Honor the Demo( racy. _
It was his espousal of the doctrioe
14-"squatter sovereignty." which coo-
tended that every territory should he
permitted to vote for itself on the
question of elavery, that cost Doug:as
lb. presidency.
Doug4s dad at the early age of
forty-eight, • few months after the ine
1111inration of his greatest opponent.
Ibreham Llocolo It Is to his ever
Wilting credit that be Upheld Lincoln
'A tbe effort to pi-Poore the republic.
Ilia fact may tie taken as lb. morgi
treasure of the man His last wet*
to his political adherents were:
"There can he as. amitrals in tbla
war."
THE PADurAll EVENING SW{
By ILEX E. BEACH..
Clopyrtarkt, 13Il, by Res M. Deask.
(Cbatlased treat laM Issas.)
CHAPTER XVII.
'EN after Helen bad been out
for some time she could barely
/tee sufficiently to avoid colli-
sions. The air, weighted by, a
low hung roof of clouds, was sur-
charged With the eartrie immense
of as impending storm; and 'weaned to
sigh and tremble at the hint of lower
conflict wherein the uight laid finger
upon its lip..
As the girl neared Glenistees cabin
she was disappointed at set-jug no light
there. She stumbled toward the door.
only to utter a half strangled Fry as
Oro men stepped out of the gloen anti
seized her roirghly. ' Sone•thIng 'cold
and hard wits thrust violently against
ber cheek, ron•ing her le-ail back and
bruising her. She struggled and cried
out.
"Hold on, It's a w..inate" ejaculated
the man who hail pinioned her ai•ms.
hewing his iii da till enly bend re
MalliPt1 out her shredder. The other
lowered the wa-airel il hal jammed
to her Nee and me-red closely
4 "Why. Ness 'Chester." lie said.
"What are you &deg here? You came
near getting hurt."
am hound for the Wilsons', but
Must have kat my way in the dark-
ness. I think you have cut my face."
She contmned her fright firmly.
"That's II/0 NO." ease said. "We
mistook you for" And the other
bloke in sharply. "You'd Letter run
along. We're waiting for some one."
Helen hastened hask by the route she
had mine. knowing that there was still
time, and that as yet eer unclear etuia-
sarien had not halal halals upon Glen-
latter. She had overheard the judge
sistl McNamara plotting to drag the
town with a force of deputies. seizing
net only her two, Mende but every
man slope( tel of being a vigilante
The lateens% were to he jelled without
bond. without rotten,. withetit justice.
while the moll:mien of the court was
to be jugged iu order to hold them
until fall If neeessary. They had said
that the otneers were already busy. an
haste n-as a ervinsisthieg - She sped
down the dark street* toward the bowie
neCherry Mateo,. but famed no. light
Masellswer to her knock. She was dee
traeled new, and knew not - where to
seek neat among the thialattilfl Mints
which might jade the man she wantral.
What chance had she against the pease
sweeping the tewn from cud to end?
There was only one: he might be" at
:be Northern theater_ EVPII se. she
:tried mot reach him. for she elareil.net
to there herself. She thought of Fred.
her Jop boy, but there was no time.
Wasted moments meant failure:
Roy had,onee told her tharhe never
give' up /what he midi-M.0k. Very
well, she would show that even ti airl
may poorness determiliation. TIrift was
no time for modesty or shrinking inde-
cision, so she- milled the veil more
closely about her face and took her
good name into her hand*. She made
rapidly toward the lighted streets
which cast a skyward glare and front
which through the breathless calm
the seatn-11 of mammal Saltily
she threaded' the narrow alleys In
rch of the theater's rear entrance,
for she dared not approach from the
-an--thls- eras she_ same- Into a
part of the camp wiaeh bad lain-tete-
den from her until now and of the PX-
Istenme of which she had never
drea coed. _ -
The vices of • city, however horrible
are at feast draped seantVy by the
mantle of convention. but In a great
mining camp they stand naked and
without concealment. Ilere there were
rears upon rows of eriblike housesellIS-
tered over tortuous. ifl lige-eel isnot.
irollias4130101111.100•1E\ealliet
A Great Big
Value in a Rain-
coat
$9.90 for Coats
That Sold
6)425.00
Few Only
. Left
Oa! In on this great offer. There
are a number 'of these excellent
values still left-RaIncoate that
mold up to $25-all the latest
pattern' and Styles, and values
the like of which you may not
have &chance at again at any-
t such prices
TUESDAY, labIllirellY 111%
like blow flies swarmilig id-an amelea
n
feast. From within camp the I lse of
ribaldry anal debaueh. Shrill laughter
mingled with coarse, maudilu sours-
tiff the dinging .-ialgtit reeked lot
h
abominable (revelry. The girl saw
paluted creatures of ATM": Uatioaality
leaning front wtodowe or boa:outlet
from doorways. while drunken WCI
I
collided with her. Jarred bet --eourrae,
challenged her, and again Kiel again
she was forced to slip from their ran
braces. At last the high balk of the
theater building loomed a short dis
talice ahead. Panting and frightened.
she tried the door with weak hands, to
end it locked. Veen) behInd it rose the
blare of brass and the sound of stuff
leg. She accosted a man who approach-
ed her through the narrow alley, but be
had cruised from the charted course in
search of adventure and yeas not mind-
ed to go in quest of doornien: 
rather.
he chose to sing a chantey, to the bibu-
lous measures of bich he invited her
to dance with him, abe suers.t
till he had teetered p
longshoreman in that pa
of his inebriety where
den save the_dlaslpitio
Returning, she pounded
possessed of the sense that
she sought was here, till at last it was
iluoirtgaiopened.. framing siy,lhoaunth. hette ofsh e v o.
shouted:
"What 'n 'ell do you ▪ want to butt In
for while the show's on? Go round
front." She caught a glimpse of dis-
ordered scenery, and before be could
slam the door in her face thrust • sil-
ver dollar into his Land, at the same
Urns wedging herself into the opening.
114- p
ocketed 
the- min and the- tieer-a-nuring-greemenO the,.em reag;:h4edit"tollemeostaldon aenr
the ocean mall subsidy bill Wednes-
day, and &nue. of 314ssourt,--- an-
nounced that he would speak on the
Aldrich currency WIC
The legislative, executive and judi-
cial appropriation bill, one of the
large supply measures, wail fished
by the house after several days' die-
cuseion. The amount carried is prac-
tically as reported by the conamittee,
$S2,336,573.
There was a lively debate over the
provision giving discretion to the
heads of departments to 'remove or
reduce incapacitated empleoes of the
government. The provision went out
on the pointer order, although a new
one was adopted delaring that an a;r
prom-lotion was not available for the
atimpensation of any- persooti incapaci-
tated for performing_ service for
meats with curtained fronts- In whtett the 
were employed. Tawas;
which men and women were talking. 1-itt °(---ce-h-fl°
f1--trt routrtr. -that-
canvas corer was. roiling -back, show- 42100Y-es. but
 only at those. who, re-
dear nl iktnhigneg,tasmeingined gh, amnilwh,.ep sentaitnt ad
lower floor v:ere disappeariug and the 
direeted at superannuated clerks or
doom that led to the main' gembliug Madden, of Illinois, 
introduced a
while out through the wide. folding ce_m_cltated.
room she heard a braes lunged man bill appropriating at
omiser.) te be paid
of
nentle gardless of ageshad lie-conie 
in-
orhrirelAnAarl pirno-iisairomn sof he bill was not
he 
dance. Couples glided into motion
while she watched.-
"I don't see him," said her guide.
"You better-watts-oat inset and kelp
yourself." He indicated the stairs
which led tip to the galleried boxes
and the ste.a leading down on el the
male floor, but she handed him another
cola, begging him to find Glenister_and
bring him to her. "Hurry, harreiS she
Implored.
The stage manager gazed at her curi-
ously. remarking: -lily! You owed
your money like it Lad been left_ to
you. Virere a regular pie cheek for
we. Ceme around any time."
Ma. withdraw to a lark corner and 
WITHERSPOON'S
ADVANCEMENT I 
CARF, ET CLEAN I NO
)romoted Over f otTleern
'Higher Rank.
Legislative. Judicild mid Eaecutive
eepreeriatieti lull l'asat-d by
iht•
APPOINTMENT IS CONFIRMED.
clicked to behind her.
"Well. speak up. The aces closinS"
Evidently he was the directiug gentile
of the performance. for at lost tuoment
the chorus brae into full cry, and he
said, hurriedly:
"Walt a *minute. There goes the
finally." and dashed away to tend his
droilis and switches. Mien the eurtaln
was down and the pritreffials had
sought their dressing rooms he re-
turned.
"Do you know Mr. Gleuister7" she
asked.
"Sure. I seen him tonight. Come
here." He led her toward the foot-
lights and, pulling back ihe edge of
the curtain, allowed her to peepseast
him out into the dance hall. She had
never pictured a place like this, and In
spite of her agitation was astonished
at Its gaudy elegance. The gallery was
formed of a continuous row of coin-
Washington, Feb. 18.-After a
brief executive aeration the senate or-
dered the. doors closed And for sev-
eral hours discussed the case of Isieu-
enant Colohel W. W: Witherspoon,
uho was advanced over colonels of
the line to.be brigadier general. His
confirmation was opposed at several
sessions by Bulkeley, Detroit and
Brings. Several other senators inde
sated a desire to appeal against the
practice of promoting oMeers over
the heads of fellow officers of higher
rank. More- than 'a week ago an
agreement was reached to vote on
the nomiaation. and the vote wits In
favor of confirmation.
"Way
. some
epoch
bur-
e door,
e man
waited interminably till her mearenger
appeared at the bead of the gallery
stairs and beckoned to her. As sae
_drew near be said: "I told him tbere
was *_$1,000 lily flaggin' him-Winn the
eta as door, but- he's. get or greens
won't stir He's in number seven."
Was hesitated) aeorbiebrobe-asiele-otee
um-you're in right." then. coutinued
reassuringly: "Say, pal. If he's your
white haired lad, you needn't start no
rough house, 'cause he don't flirt wit'
these dames none whatever. Now
Take it from me."
She.-entered the door her counseler
Indicated to find Roy leuegirig back
watching the daneere He turned ill
quIringly-then. as she raised her veil.
leaped to hls feet, and jerked the cue
tame to.
"Helen'. What are you doing bet's?"
"You • meat go away quickly." she
gasped. "They're trying to arrest yea"
"They! Who? Arrest me for what?"
"Voorhees and his for riot or
something sieret last night."
"Nonsenee.s be saki_ sl had. no part_
In It. You know that."
"Yee, yes-but you're a vigilante. and
:bee're after you. and, ail your friends. 
Yourhouse is guarded and the tows'
a alive wIth deputies'. They've planner'
M hill you on otome'pretext or other
We are the only people in Paducah who can clean a
. -egepse-4.11.44N-.---We hay* an up•to-date mat:11111e to
du the work. It raises the nap, brightens the color
and inakell it look like new. Can handle any aixe-
notte too large. Ring up both phones 121.
e INEW CITY LAUNDRY & Cil'ils% WORKS114.116 Broadway
UPHOLD LAW
REVELATIONS HAVE CHANGED
(St ItHENT lato 111OUGHT.
Taft Nita Guaranty of Life and Lib-
erty Mmit lie Maintained By
tairaernineut.
New Haven, Conn., Feb. 18.-Ser-
retary Taft was the chief guest and
speaker atlatuoThs
of the Young Men's Republican com-
mittee and he received an enthusiastic
reeePtion atom the gathering which
made up one of the largest public
banquets ever given in this city.
Taft came here at noon from Hart-
ford, where he spent -Sunday, was en-
tertained at luncheon by Colo-tea
Isaac Ullman, of Governor Woodruff's
staff, attendech the Yale corporation
BlabL SYSTEM
FOR SAY.ANNAII.
Purchase of Georgia Telephone ('nun-
pen; Solves Awaiting Problem.
(Savannah, Ga.. Special lath to Ito
Atlanta Constitution )
The order of the State Railroad
Commiesion authorising the pure ham.'
of the Georgia Telephone Clonipany or
Savannah by the Southern Bell Tele-
Phone & Telegraph Company was the
final step in the efforts to give thie
city one teletalone systein.
Negotiations for the purchase of the
Georgia company by tbe Southern Beil
Company had been pending for some
aehrgerestaltaed-feem-e-aeroois
public entitle-lit, which favored onia
one tels-phane system. Business men
and merchants had petitioned both
compeer.% to effect genie arrangement
whereby Savannah would have only
One telephone eastern. and negotia-
tions were entered into by repreitent-
ativea of the two companies.
The two companies reached , an
agreement several weeks ago whereby
meeting and • received vales from- the' compkey 
would put-01mo the
friends at his hotel and then went lo'l,hasical 
proper ty of the Georgia com-
pany and diet-out:nue the exchange.
serving all evening from the ainuthetn
Ion exchange. provided the arrange-
ments met with the approval of the
pubhc generall. the mayor- and hoard
uf aldermen and the state railroad
own nu !se-Ion.
and mitt:trued:
*OH the Larcoln birthplace farm int 
") lonal ir at riotic shine' • 
The laws of the *waste braokia
Kent lick . a nal must I.e enforced &skittle the wealthy
%bleb ehati consist of a memorial heti
roasting not morelhan $aar-otter), of
which sum llaratrau shall be paid by
the association. , The menionala are
to be dedirated in 19'0; the centennial
oh the birth of Lincoln. It is stated
n the bill that alsrierise) already has
been rals.al by the asaorSation
YOU DON'T H.tVF: TO WAIT
awry dew makes we feellweter. Las-Po
keeps your whole fluids, eget. Sold is the
mesey•back plea werywsers Firma seals.
ins] powerful even If fts more-d-1R-
cult than against the humble. Reve-
l:alone of ilk. last four years have-
asakens d the public and results she,.
the core and heart of the American
ta•op... ate right, The great °Mee of
the Republican part). I believe, is
gnarantred la the future and none
shall statoe the guarantee of life, lib-
erty Mid property. by standing out
against the law:_t_
kOir LIR& Call " g
n for the risk you ran in warnin
and hold you Indefinitely. Please go
before It's too late."
"[kW do you know tiller he asked
gravely, - ,
"I overboard them plotting."
•etrber.
"'Uncle Arthur and Mr. McNamara."
She fared him squarely as she said it
end therefore saw the light flame up in
hia eyes as he cried:
"And you came here to says me-
came bare at the risk V your good
4,110,8441 .- _ 
"Of oeufge. I timed have done the
sante for Oestry." The gladness died
away, leaviug him listless. •
"Well, let 'dem eome. Pm doom I
snags. I heard from Wheaton
He's down and out, ton-some trouble
with the 'Frisco eourts about Jurisdic-
tion over these cases. I don't knew
that It's worth while to fight say
longer."
"Listen," she said. "Yon must go.
am Imre there Is a terrible wrong be-
ing done, and you and I must stop It.
I hare ken 'the truth at lama end you
arc in the right. /lease hide for a
ttmest least."
"Very well. If you hare taken sides
' with us there', some hope left. Thank
445 ra 41 E. ROA D yvfl • Shp"e ma Arm Pt t an
had moved, to the trout of )thei
•••-••.".•-•• 1 1 I **Ns r
ilkallirlanliaiSERAPIIIDWSo between the draiwries when AM Nara'
a eq.
11"mlheed.+11"ariftee$111.41 (ClISlabliallail IS 14,11,
All the doors df the rooms of the
tVishinatiotisteirlding have 'been pre-
%Wed alth neat numbers. Harry Der-
ry. a stud.'nt in his Sopitottioie yeaar,
has a scroll saw, and sawed -the num-
bers out of thin wood. •
"The Boom-lioomS is the n-atyte of
'ae iligh school pley to Ire presented
Er the High school auditurlum earls
ii March, by the staff of the .-joh-
oo a .'• it is a charming
with- the scene laid in America, but
'he court of Europe enters into the
play. Rehearsals have been begun.
Tomorrow morning at operiing 4-1-
erelse Miss Anna Bird Stewart will
give a rr'adinte. Miss Stewart is a
charroing reader, and it is dot her
first appearance before • the - High
school.
Captain Young Taalor-eanerisst°
finish the repairs on the- Reial and
the Charlet, Turner in the next fee
day sond
e 
get the boats in the river be-
fore th end et the week. Both boats
have undergene extensive repairs.
All gain and no
life a sad affair.
The only pa-oadr- who count are
those who can be rosined on
SCHOOL NOTES
101.1ItT, It /UHT. WED 111- MONK
Cletelassd Lawyer :Wier. and Wins
Bride Over the Wire.
Ca. releo&lb. le. Through the_
of Itleetnine. W.rm Atternso
Waler K. Thompson. a Prinosten
---aeaditearn-wIth °Moo in the WIlani-
nen building here, oart.-(1 a flirtatien
faslth Miss F. E. Woe Wiliam. dangly-ter erjefr. and Mrs. if K. Wlaiin
Tiiesday they were married by long
dioance telephone. er•v (• Wieser.
pastor of the ('hr stfan charch at
Shelby. performing the-ceremony- its
wire -On their float convereation over
the wire Mr. Thompkins WAN im-
pressed by Miss Wilseres voi• e. She
learned his WIMP, and aulneapierit con
versationa resulted in their meeting.
The welding followie a toter gamet-
al-sp. The bride is it gradriate of
Hiram college and popular In East
End moiety circles.
AKING_ALEONSO hi NOT
ANIKAWSINATED
Paris, Feb. la --An unfounded ru-
mor of the anitaamlnatket of King Al-
fonso probably grew out • of yeater-
day's bomb exploskm at Barcelona, in
which a woman was killed and two
pain would make persona injured.
•
The divine law is but the language The most Wit"I'fill thing
of 41,419p 1.,, A 0t.i.1 is selfish ea-enemy.
the Republican club house, where. a
reception was given him and which
niany huudreda attended. At the
banquet an oration on "Isineoln" was
*O en by Rev. Dr, ravel S. Lieber.
president et Trinity cellege. Hartford
isolowing the speech of Governor
Woodruff. Taft was introduced amid 
'The tweessary ordinances Were in-
sloes suseifet of applause. The I:
ode-et! crautacil and were sweon.
sec.„tare. of „r goy,. w review „f ponied by petitions by . 
Me leadIng
ere ralIrnade Meant-
work- and the ronfinteruse-Sy -ltrow,
sir. ngth and solidarity of the Reparb-
ship lines and the chamber of cone
meree. requesting that the council
lican party, touched upon the Inane%
and tariff 44
0.44," and warned hi. tatity the deal. (amoral un
animously
hearer:, of the "growing' danger 
otpasard  the. blitrnlithers 
ad
 alarria,144""
lution repute-One tlik• state railroad
powerful and Wealthy corporations eonaneraion to authorise the percha....•
ateetine to escape operation of tile
laws, aniseed to keep them lu bounda.•' ch 1"e -*TIK.11'-e°nIpall the 11'41rind na unrcontinurance of awe-
.
loos be the Georgia elaminina
The rates to be charged are pm. Ili
lkilv the -ranee a aharged by the Ben
(-canteen) Olt' Other eit1,11 Of a soisiii-er
size, aid a (-rotated cepy elf the
nic-iit a Ph the AL was flied wsh Ili •
re: I r•riad -c,mi,tte,Iei
Practieally all the former so bee rl
eta to the Georgia company will take
Bell ore:whore-a, and Moine...pi to. 9
and merchants who hate him-eerier
used both restems wIll um now be ar-
noyed with two different telephont-•
operating through at.paiate eper-no,
atol the coat sill be eonsideraldy
fur one telephone than It was for two
or.I e ow, wai it the ra !mad
commireion yeatentay all that navy
remainr to b, dons' Is for the Georgia
,cin.171-i yri• :nko itmenrn, alla nd r.t!: non joy e
ipo er:ce agreed upon.
EDWARD TO sM4thei
$13.20 IIAVATA
N., is Troia. Fr I. IS. -Tle• Mee ..f
Eaglatid h:1•161.“.1 With a-Neu York
firm ot karate° broken( an order fra
:0..4 cigars, which in print of pd..,
will be sltgJsu Is more than the meal
smoker pa 1 two oars ago. when ho
ten for eserti cigars was 8:;
FOI• Ow Sam which are to be able-
ped from Heyaea in ,t no' to riart;
a:righted at the beginning of tlie
ter‘holidays, the prire_will be $1.6,to.
The Hears were eight inches; In
1..ierth and ttte thiekest pert. In the
middle, one inch in die:niter. The
were mad.' or the }Inane Yvette Abair,
taahaeco. arid It required the examina-
tion of thousands of MIMI to crbetter
thosagthat were uniform In color, uni-
form in size and fete from large
veins.
Thera is sottesthle awon hri a nI4111
when his religion is the poorest thing
about him.
vono •
In the
The Kentucky
Moving Pictures Illustrated Songs
Monday, Feb. 17 Thursday, Feb. 20
Wednesday, Feb. 19 Saturday, Feb. 22
2:30 ttl 5:30--- —7:30 tc, 10:30
5c--ADMISSION---5c
Watch for Evangeline by Kalem
An Adaptation from Longfellow.
•
• *
I. 
4.
•
1 '
THE PAlitJCAff EVENING SUN
POWS F1YR
-Lawn grass aced at Blederman'e,
e-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Matzos and Matzos Meal at
-Forms for real estate agents for
• ilitele at this unite.
it -Mr. IL O. Hollins has left the
' tight, for a IOW months, and I have ac-
quired an interest in his business and
shall look alter it for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of It will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
0 11.411e44. ce. Both phones 268. Z. J. Pax-.
•
I-
C
thought burifieri were breaking to
the Seesufelter drug more again. A
telephone Inewlieee was rent to -the
ha'l Oct Patiolnien Terrell, Crosse
and Johnson went out In the patrol
wagon, but It was only a window sash
that was blown out by the wind.
-Mr. Andrew Beckenbach and
Miss Hattie Spires, of Perks, Ill.. were
rriett_bY Lawny Itidge Lightfoot
this morning.
-Caramel cereal, as large a pack-
as Postum. Substitute for plate?.
per package 11 cents at Biederman's.
-The police and lire commission-
era will meet tonight at the city hall
In adjourned version. Yesterday af-
ternoon the commiselouers met at the
city hall, but Perused to discuss the
purpose of their meeting.
-"Fennel.'t by Jerome K. JeroMt.
-City subscribers I. the Daily and "An Old Sweetheart of Mine," by
Son who wish the delivery Of their Riley, at the pariah house of the
Papers stopped must notify core col- Episcopal"church Monday night, Feb-
*, factors or make the requests direct rnary 24.
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publithing Co.
-Dr. Warner, veterinarian. Treat.
went of domestic animals. Both
• • thongs 131.
-- leen giasa Seed at Biederman:as,
-We can give you the finest car-
riages In the city for weddisg, ball
and theater calls. Our prices are low-
er than those charged for like service
in any city In America. Our service
Is second to none, and the best ha this
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
--Caramel cereal, as large a palih-
age as Poetum. Substitute for coffee.
_ Per elotto' la coats_ at_Resderma
nSs.
• --Rubner stamps made to order.
Superior prier markers, brass and
aluminum checks of all kinds. Rub-
ber stamp aecesnories. The Diamond
etamp Works, 115 South Third street.
Aeries 3roe
-The New York World almanac
for 190.• Just received at R. I/. Clem-
, ents & thy.
• Matto* and Matzo* Me
al at
kecderman's
A --Carriage work of all kinds.
Vainttng, repairing, rubber tires, etc.
Spring wagons made to order. We
are offering special Indueements
 for
early orders.. Sexton 8Iga Works.
Phone 01.
-Plare your orders for wedding
invitation,- at berm. The Sun la- 
St. Nicholas- -Tom C. Cook, Mar--
showing as great an assortment as oil; 
M Rage:hale Granteburg, III.. E.
you will nod an' where, at prices E. 
Faso-Asher, (lrantsburgs J. W. Bate-
much tower than you will - hove to ne
tn.(iraoteburg.Jake Oslhatt. Grants-
pay eterwhere. • ' bu
rg; 1),„ 11..Me-Gutre. Kansas City;
(.. resew; John W. (the
mulct) ell', moil al • 11.16:01k twilight 
neult. Arlington; L. C. etark„ Hardin;
Jecr Thomas, 11.-niphite Amex liag-.
" in the %Mee of 11.•er% Du'esy, hit
- 4-Stroad way. lit. Duley will read a pa. 
gett, Memphis: Lou Brennan. M. m-
P. sleet ••thsteolnyeiltte'r- • plo4s: Claude Joiner
. -Poimelaire.
- i.awlt grass seed at Illedernian•;i.
Pre dettartment No. 4 was .-ate Not
ice of First Meeting of (lreditora.
ese„enee a ei„,. a 'mot,. In he l)stect Court of the 
United
toes., in the rear te.- Stet Bronesie 
States. for the Western District et
e oloventit. last eight about eit. neleck. 
Kentucky, iii /lento-meter S.
()use. and the-flooe ~mkt s ,
_ 
iThe house heloneed to William Green-
 In tie. Matter of William Grant, bank.
from afire nil)! 
In a pan. the' W aka used to sntake the 
To the creditors col- Williatit Oran!.
Rest. The floor was torn out by the of 
Padusah. In the county of Me-
hi-fors the meat or roof of the Cracken and di
strict aforesaid, a
house was damaeoi b
ankrupt: Notice is hereby given
- Mateo and Statue Meal at t
hat on the Lab day of Februnry.
B.ederrnanis. A.
 D.. leee. the said William Grent
Iii,- Idris will tie Athens was duly adjudicated bankr
upt. and
when I gut out. was the cheering re
- that the first meeting of his creditor:.
Meth made this Morn41g by 
Jew.« all! he held at -my entre In Padueah.
as- he was led to life county McCracken
 county. Kentucky, On the
• Jail to 'sieve let day• for IreitT drank 21t
h die of February, A. D.. 1e0A.
and disorderly 1%i rho( was Feleseed at e in t
he forenoon, at which
•
e •
lee 11. %Uhl:T.
.e.
Enough dressed pork was offeled
for sale this morning, not including
the large supply of the butchers, to
supply the demand of Paducah for
several days. With the chilly weather
farmers arrived in the city all last
night, and this morning over 1:r41
dressed hogs were offered for sale at
an average price of 51.4 cents' a pound.
below the
market and each wagon contained an
eternise of flve hogs. People, who
hate been on the market for years.
say this morning there was more meat
offered for sale by the farmers than
any time in their memory. The first
rhubarb was offered for sale this
morning on the market. Breddeo be-
nts unusually early. it was grown on
M.- farm of Mr. Rabb Noble. The rhu-
barb was young and tender and bold
for 2O cents a pound
HOTEL ARRIVALS
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
Morris. pastor of the First M. E-
church, oak-Jet:lig. Mr. and Mr-s. Ma.-
gruder will leave after the ceremony
for Clinton, Ky., where they w 1.11 visit
exemplary man.
Miss Rose has been 'a teacher _ In
the whool at East Ballard, Ky., for
several years and is a highly es-
teemed young lady. tele is a daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ross, of
IsovelacevIlle, Ky.
r They were. lecaaypasied by
klieses Enke and Dow Bade. mil tet
brittle Little and Master John i..;;., NEWS OF COURTS
Jr. Moe Hades will visit In Stuteie
and In Georgia 
worn eeteiii,,,
Itorarllagnadvr s u tads. home_ 
In Circuit Court.
Th., wedding of Ne. Huston Ma- Mr. „IL H. Loving has gone to NW- After' hear
ing the testimony of YEW -
gruder, of Kevil, and Miss Grace field to confer with citizens regardsrig 
teal members of the school board this
Rose, of Lovelacevele, Ky.. will be inducements from MaYfleld to 
locate morning, Judge Reed left the suit of
solemnized Wednesday at 
hils uncte,telreread -
h DOW) the power
t w .
plant there for tate Int...411r, Prof. C. M. Lieb a
gainst the 'schoo
at--the ivildeffeelirtlie Teenier' 
l
_.$146.3.3. _or Atm_ ;tweet's
Mr. E. M. Magruder. at 224 Niue- 
--P"c4-
enth street in Cairo, the-Rev. W. T. 
Mr. B F Seherillus. of-Lexington, 
salary for services rendered to Sep-
te is in the city on a business trip. • It
embee 1907, open until tomorrow
Mr. J. flat-din Ford, postmaster Of
morning In order to allow the attor-
Benton, has returned home from e 
ni f t:ietstiefr 4. orp-rtohce plaintiff to Introduce
business trip in the city.
The suit is brought on a contract
Mr. Robert Van Loon, Of M11111-01'
reheliVeli and later will go to Kevil. street,signe
d by F. Williamson. as presi
where they will reside. Mr. Magrudey City. 
d returned from Kansas
'dent, and Dr. Pitcher, as secretary. ot
Is a prowerous young farmer and an Mr. Green 
Dale -left fo'dirr fur 'the school board employint Prof.-s--or
Lieb as superintendent for one pear
trent September, 19o16, to September
1, 19.17. Thteminutee of the board
show that Professor Lieb was elected
al the-meeting in March "to serve the
ensuing year," and according to•the
«intention of the board the contrast
should have been madeProm August
1, lette. to August 1. 1907, -as thu.
uportntendents' year for maxi' years
past had begun In August, the time
or Professor Isieb's other contracts
having begun and expired on August r-
1 Before adjourning Judge Reed
slated that he would upheld the con-
tention of the board if dietng proof
sac not shown that Professor Lieb
Was engaged for special work during
the month of August, 1906. After he
had.been given a vacation for that
month, or other extraordinary ca-
eunostanees shown.
Mr. Bradshaw, for the plain-
tiff, claimed he could do, by introduc-
ing the members of the board at that
time. Four of the members of the
hoard of 1906, Trustees Davis, List.
Byrd and BecicenbaCh were present
and testified that no engagement for
special work had been made to their
knowledge. Tomorrow morning oth-
er members of the board will be called
to testify on that point.
The ease of Adolph and Lee Well
against L. L. Jones was dismissed by
agreement. The Wells had brought
an attachment suit against real estate
at It:It-tenth and Iturnett streets owned
by Jones to protect. them against loss
as surety on it bond for 41,0.00, which
the courts have ordered forfeited.
The _suit was dismissed by Jones, est
ecuting a inte.gage on the property
to the Weile, pending an appeal Of
the ease. The bond in „question is the
one Jones executed when a saloon 
sabanrib•Te Inserting went 4wIl
in
4-ieemie- was. granted hint by the mute 
The Sun will kindly remember that
Ii was forfeited to the city upon 
all such Items are to be paid for When
the ad is inserted, the rule aPPIYing
to every one without exception.
FOR dry-wood, old pbonis
Approaching Wedding of Mimi Monde
Beyer and Mr. Homer Graham
_Apnounced.
Announcement is made today of
the approaching marriage of Miss
Mamie Beyer and Mr. Homer Gra-
ham, which will take place tomorrow
afternoon at 3 o'cicck at the bride's
home near Wallace park, the Rev.
William Bourquin officiating. It comes
as a complete surprise to their many
friends.
Miss Beyer Is the daughter of Mrs.
Catherine Beyer. of the Blandville
road. She is a dignified, lova u e gir
with many friends. Mr. Graham is
the carrier of Rural Route No. 5, and
is one of the moat popular employes
of the postoMce. He Is a son of Rev.
and Mrs. Is. G. Graham, of this city.
The Marriage ls the culmination of a
pretty, little romence that began two
years ago, when Mr. Grahams who car-
red mail by the home of Mies Beyer.
met her while she was matting a let
ter. - The courtship followed and the
announcement of' the marriage is
made today.
Informal (Sod Afternoon for %leiter.
Mrs. James Campbell. Jr., and Miss
Jeanette Campbell were the hostesses
at a charming informal cited party of
three tables of guests yesterday after-
noon at the Campbell home, on
North Seventh street. Miss Rosen*
Thomas mid Mies Isabel Thomas.
-toe --Athens, - _teuesaa. _or
M*. Wellam ie. Bradshaw, Jr., were
the honorees. Miss Lula Reed on
the game prise. Attractive bunches
of flowers were the guest of hone,
souvenirs. A tleittily planned lun-
cheon was served during the -after-
noon. The guests included: Mrs.
W„ F. leradseaw, Jr.. Mrs. George
Fletirnoy,.Mrs. David Flournoy. Mrs.
'William J. Gilbert. Mrs. Mary Moe
•
I
meting Part of a sentence for 
the
same offs Ilse
Ti-. • It' superviews niet this
Thoirlitiziii rogitfar session, WV %WM
.
- Pst Of prope•47--lhiti- 4-444 -ipaprx.
bad -tint arrtred met the 'heard- ad-
4.1111,.11 unit I: nest Tuesda%
• Caramel -.. real
, as temp a pack-
Ase as Poeture Substiort.• for coffee. Phyekally
4 Set r tocksino F. reties-at leeeertnares. Henry Fred Herman hes
--Nctoe of a falling- window sash both the physical and mental . to its roster..
•iouesel restideuts hear Ninth and 1.413- Wiese for ,appointment to the 'pollee
nerosee sty ia this mown • and the)" force of Tolerle. 0. with a matt
of lieu- for each examine-don. Tht.t3't •-•Mulewlairs. :1•'!agirbetit'atetnYtt•iiirl•ttenttlimid 171.
itfiyalcal examination of the Toledo formally at cards last evening at her
pollee snrgeonot is thorough, and to
attain A 
grade or too per eent.7_.he e home on North Eighth street in vont-
pliment in her house guest. Miss
foot that has never before been ac- Halite Richmond, of Clinton, and the
row-Wished in that city.,. Herman is Misses Thonias, of Athens, Gs , who
26 years old, stand. 5 feet le", In-
es and womb, Inn pound.. Abso- see visiting Mrs.
 W. F. bradshaw, Jr
It was a prettily appointed affair The -
eerily no fault enuld be found in his
ph, siva! makeup -Kansas City Jour- game 
prize for the Ries was captured
nal. 
, by Mss Sadie Paxton. Mr. Cherie,
Alleott carried off the honors for the
Coiled. 
men. The vlsitorte, prize went to Mis.
Reboot 4-'nurt Render.. of Lebanon. Tenn. An pt-
A special session of the fiscal court tractive course luncheon followed the
has be n Gaited to meet Friday, that The guests were limited strictly
wedeln+ n-t with Sheriff - Oellvie for ga
me.
lo the unmarried set.
hive collectest on the 4907 list may
be made. The sheriff hits collected
!bout $ I eletoomi altogether and bas 
Meneltionrnoy to ehitertain slue. s.orci
turned all over to the state *editor 
Club Thuradoy.
frith the exeeption of $2,e04h Afte
r Mrs. David M. Flournoy will enter-
his settlement with the neval court he 
fain the Sens Soucl club on Thursday
will leave for Frankfort to make a af
ternoon at "Homewood" In Arcadia
prove their claims, appoint a trustee.
seamini-. the bankrupt and transact
spiteh other business as maY comic
properly -before Sta.fl meeting.
it441.,f.• k
Paducah. Ky.. Feb. IS,
Heresford. Tex., on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding tine
Miss Hughes left today for Here-ferd.
Tex.. to reside.
Mies Eva Bauer has gone to Daw-
son Springs on a visit to her aunt,
Mrs. W. E. Scott.
Altssrs. Claude Rime-Mined F M.
Oil/burn left _today for Portaies. N.
M.. where Mr. Russell owns a Oleic
ranch.
Miss Bess Lane, 837 Jeffersoe
street, is convalescent, from an attack
of the grip.
Elder .1. M.• Perkius. a minister of
the primitive Baptist or "Herdshell"
client, eel preach at the Second Rap
est church tonight and tomorrew
night.
City Solicitor James Campbell left
this morning for Frankfort.
-Mary_
Teen, is the guest of her grandsons,
Messrs. Carl and Joe Faust.
W. V. Green has gone On a week's
business trip to EddyvIlle.
Pounders A. Fowler, secretary of
the Commercial club. and Mr. Marks-
K. [amend, of the county, left at
noon for Frankfort to attend the
Farmers' Institute meeting.
Mr. John Theobald. who has been
seriously ill of pneumonia. is impro‘_
log slowly at his home near Eden'.,
Hill.
Mr. Green H. Dale. son of Mr. Bud
Dale, proprietor of the Richmond
House, left today for Hereford. Tex .
where he intends gong In the mai
estate business for himself.
Buddy tarks went to Cairo this
morning on the Dick Fowler to visit
for a couple of days.
Captain William Reed will come to
this city this evening to aecept the
911-1 gr int tliakrohanverantered- for-
theVnited Stated arm). The two nee
to be accefeed are for the toast ar-
tillery. ' Tire are Jewel Burns. of
'
bite:II:in, and Levey 0. Walton. of
Benton. •
Roadmaster J. M. Egan. of the Fie-
ton division of the Illinois Central,
was here yesterday_ to aceoUtpanY the
pa) car over his 'territory. , -
Mr. P. M. Milburn, S.24 'Madison
Omit wei•oo: Mae" Rolaaa Thomaa•-ilitreet; left this morning for Hereford,
Isabel' Thomas, Rule Reed. Philippa
Hughes. Annie May 'hoer, Ilene
Cate, Anne Boswell.
Texas. to liveate. Mr Milburn will be
joined by his family as soon as be is
settled.
C. G. Metres left today on a busi-
ness trtp to Eddoellle, 'Kuttaset and
Plinceton.
Mn, Stewart Dick left this morning
with his brother, Mr. Gus DIA: for
Clarksville, Tenn., where he will be
his guest and visit his stater. Mrs. H.
K. Level:, Mr. Dick has been fen
report stiowiqg that there is about
$15,1009 knoWn indebtedness against e'
 Belvedere' 
the concern. One or the atterneys FURIOSItED 1.434
%falk tOg -1101t.-113
the case stated this afternoon that in.- 
Madison. Old phone 2550. ,
-HYMAN cah•lit you in a• shirt. SUCCOMIM and Nearly Every Owe
Call at the Belvedere. Can Afford It at the Price
FOR MT-House corner 16th Named Here.
add Goebel avenue. New phone 842-a.
-FOR-ThENT-Nicely-- furnished room 
'A little hook calked "As a Man
All conveniences. S37 Jefferson.
ThInketh," by James Allen, is win-
J. Z. MORGAN horse ing
 ning Its way Mao the hearts of more
abutt,
general repairing, rubber tires, 4%)- 8 t
business tuep than nearly any loofk
going lust now. It seems destinedo
South Third.  have a wide circulation as some of
Hubbard-s. famous preaeh-
phone Paducah Printing and Hook ments on busluess topics.
Binding Co. The reason for the popularity of the
LOST--Gold pin, Initials M. D. Re- tittle hohk among busi
ness men seems
turn to F-56 South Third street, Emma to be that it re
veales some old and
The German club will enterfiffit today. - -S- 
T. leafulle, sue trios:tee_ efter__e_treseese,soye for reward.
stith --deuce on Tuesdar evening. sum isorena rehoeson and Mies Meaaag 'CI'. and Yanne..ra' 
Saving! . wANTICD-J1.-axxxl cook. to, etiy-
_
Fele-nary VI, at the Hotel Craig
 The club at the recent business ses- 
Itertha Boyd. of Lone Ottk hare re-
hank. sirs given judgment &gained
16111 added elghl -OnEe dram mine 
the Southern Pcanut cotnpany for $2$0,
men. former Cotillion club members
formation has been secured which, it
to believed, will lead to the finding of
a total indebtedness of the company
of about $50.0.0.0, other than the
mortgage claims. After the available
assets have been apportioned among
creditors an effort will be ,made to
hold W. 0. and T. C. Britt' the pro-
moters of the company, personally re-
sponsible for the indebtedness. Rut
Important mooing of %lathier Masi-
cal Club Palled.
There will be sa called Meeting of
the active and associate members of
the Matinee Musical club tin Wednes-
day afternoon at 3 o'clock with the
president. Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells at
her apartments In the Empire Plate...several months. .
Dr. S. 7 .Holland, of Grakamville,
is confined to his bed again with the
1411P.
German 41uh Will Faisterterin Nett
the grip, is repartee a S re...14.T well •
Other Matters.Co
l, John TheohaId. ,who is ill of
Week.
it Broadway. It is important that
all the members should attend.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
Does all kinds of printing
We have the men who know
how to do yonr work just as
It should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you. the
next time you aced any print-
ing-probably we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satishictorv
work, and give it to:you
ligossirtlY• . • ow,
final nettlement with the auditor, in
 honor of the Misses Thomas. of
• Athenr. (11.. the popular guests of
Heeds' Filed. Mrs. W. F. Bradahaw, Jr. The enter.
W. sepse 'spirt° Clarence% ea& Ray 41.1411M1114 was sot for this after
noon
Bell, property In the county'. $2,600. but poetponed 
on account of the
Sarah F. C'ulp to S. A, Culp, .1A weat
her.
serfs. $27.1.1. . _
woo.
Sara Culp* to Ida Hill, 18 acres, Nutlet i
levestino eftwoonary society.
The Woman's 'sweeten Mlasionaii-
. society of the Broadway M
ethodite
Mimi Mott Ilkides, 930 Jeff
erson church will have a social evenirtg oti
eseet, will leave this week for Green- Tuesday, rebrears' as, at the home ce
title. Ky to visit relative*. rTnin Mrs. W. A. Martin. Jel!erson str
eet.
tht re she will Po to -B°7Ie MI°"•• The men :will be guests o
f honor of
where she will be the IWO of Mrs. the ladies. There will be an 
attrac
Will Newly-late. Mrs. Hendrick
s is five noolcal•program and other pleas
pleatantly remembered here as 
Mies ant features.
Evelyn Turner. of Missiesippl, 
who
W an Itenthint at the weddin
g of
her cot 1 gi n, Mhos Estee Newell, 
Lilo
yeers ago.
Major and Mrs. J. H. Ashcroft, of
Seventh ant Jefferson streets, 
ar..
both 111 Of grip.
•
Mr. Robert Wilkehn ls III of ma-
laria.
Salmarlbe for The San,
DelPhle flub,
The Delphic club met In regula•
teesion this morning at the Carnegie
library. An interesting program feat -
Ilene the "Roman Rule and Develop
meat of Christianity" In Egypt and
character sketches of Paula, Zenobia
and Hymen, was rendered.
Mrs. John W. Little and Mrs. WII-
Hall Hades left last evening for Vieks-
burg, Miss to visit Mrs. C. M. 1.1eb.
few or the creditors of the evert
reside In Paducah and the amounts
are small. ete
on the place. Apply 003 Kentucky
tamed to bone Oak after visiting Miss 
avenue.
hietters. W.- S. Hosick and 
*D0,-. dered s 11-1""erell pro-teolor
 ga---a 11-ge o /115°1 EP IIIII47 •41Trirtittetd
-rvw'.1•1cre-Tia elre -Mge,-,te nitemez- 
ettuu._and.. was 
or-
25 Cents
Buys a Pair of Hames
AT HART'S
Until Wednesday, 19
Hart will sell a pair of 3-loop, iron
bound, riveted Hames for 25c.
These Hames are full size, well made
and are the best bargains Hart has
put before the people. Hart's stock
is very large, should be reduced--is
the only reason for making these ex-
tremely low prices. These Hames
are first grade, being well-made of
the best material and free from
defects.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
Jones being convicted of soiling liquor
on Sunday.
SALESMEN-Old established house
desires to engage one or two reliable
men to sell standard • staple well
known line. Excellent opportunity for
the right person. References re-
quired. Mr. Willmott, Schiller Bldg.,
Chicago.
es
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able-
bodied .unmarried men between-agate:-
of 18 and 35; citizen of the United
States, of good characte- and temper-
ate habits, who can speak, read and
write Boglish. Men wanted for
The Peanut Case., ItYMAN is the bo-i-s' shirt man
. service in Cuba and the Philippines.
Attorney A. E. Boyd. whoewast elect Been in the business 40 
pears. For information apply to Recruiting
ed trustee of the estate of the South- 
 Officer, New Risiamond House, Pa-
ern Peanut company', bankrupt, at a 
FOR heating and stovewood rin a
ducah. Ky.
MCeting of -the•Ceedltrers. has tH et ed F. Levin'HYMAN, the boys' Stitt in, is at
atam mai lies
Itcturiand have returned from Cairo 
Must be Modern. for light housekeep
/:er short visit
EVER THING
Fo E
And everything as it
should bc-
se-tire the debt. The properly con-
sists of all the-machinery, real estate
and leases held by the peanut com-
pete, which is in bankruptcy.
.1. Weller & company veep given
 a old,
jodgment against the 0. L. Gregory FOR S
ALIO--Heater, hickory and
lies furnj.gj• stove wood. Smith. -Albritton &
Co.. old phone 4 a S.
In County Court.
The will of William Feast was of-
fered for p-obate in the county court
.
The instrument provides that I-
rbil!' be used for masses to be said
within six month* and the residue of
the estate shall be divided equally 
bes
tween his six daughters, Catherine*.
Vecilta-Aen. Mary Elisabeth. Martha.
Ida and Agnes. Joseph Feast I
s
named as exesuter of the will. which
was dated April 30, 19-01. and wit
-
ness ed by 1. W. Englent. A
drian Roof
and Joseph Kaufman.
Felix G. Rndolph yeeterday re-
signed as guardian of the Infants.
Lela, Mont and Claude Rage:lisle mid
I.Ce Ragsdale qualified in he place.
Deeds Plied, 
W TiBanks to N. K. Bonds, 
prop-
erty on the east side of Rudy avenue.
Hats that fit theface, 
11 and other considerations., 
clothes that fit the fig-
ure-shoes thit know
their business, prices
that fit the pocket and
money returned if goods
are unsatisfactory.
This week a speciAl
advanced showing of
spring styles.
Ing, privilege of board. A. G. N..
RENT-Furnished -Conn»
with bath. 427 Clark, Phone 1424
tried principles in a new and practical
way. In short, it shows the commer-
cial value, of those principlee--how
apply them to the problems of every-
day-. Me. _
The anther says that the Tscia. was
written for the purpose of "stIneslat-
lag men and women to the discovery
and perception of the truth that they
themselves are the makers of them-
--
It is not, however, an exhaustive
treatise on the much written upon
1.11 Sete orThe power or thougliV-Ittle
NOTIOte-.Before selling your fur- anggesti
ve rather than explanatory.
niture and stoves mee Brooks Bros.
 which probably is a further reason
for best prices. 221 Kentucky avenue
 why bushman men are especially en--
HYMAN is taking shirt orders for 
thusiastic over it.
George S. Parker, who Makes anti •
sells the "Lucky Curve" Fountain
Pen, In speaking of this book Bald:
"As a Man ThinIceth is one of th
e
greatest little books that I have eve
read, loarry a cony Of it around with
me nearly all the time. I have 
bought
a great many copies of this boo
k to
YOUR CLOTHES will always took give to my 
Wetness friends and &MO -
1 Ike new lc cleaned and pressed by elates."
James Duffy. South Ninth near 
Heretofore "As a Man Think-th '
Broadway. Phone 33R-s. ha
s been sellIng for fifty tents and a
dollar a copy, but it is now hi-trig
given away by The Sheldon School of
*hicago. The Sheldon people say
quire 713 Kentucky avenue, 
they are willing to give It away, be-
gee there Is no muck good Sheldon
doctrine in it, and anyone VITirWidir
WANTED -- First-class salesman.
Address Equitable Refining Co..
Cleveland. Ohio.
FOR RENT-My furnished hottse
for'six months. W. L. Brainerd, O06
Washington street.
FOR RENT-One nice furnished
front room with all modern conven-
iences. Gentleman preferred. In
cattav Lurria.: BOOK
FOR BUSININI4
'-
Goes Down to First Principles; Helps
ee'
tire lower floor of four rooms and re-
ception hall at 726 North Sixth street.
Otd phone 2777.
HI the Police Cued.------ - -- AiTOID FO
RTUNE TELLERS-'.
-:_Police court wag long drawn Out MT-away, 
with dream boots. A pack
Ibis morning. and in-thing more than' of our wo
nderful cards will tell your
casual interest was In the docket. The past, pre
sent and future accurately.
docket was: Drunk --John DeGaw, Now 
only toe complete. Bomar, liOttio
$1 and costs. Disorderly conduc
t --
Lon (Filbert. $109 and -full costs 
and
days in -jail; appeal prayed and
granted. Drunk miff d
isorderly.-
Matthew Scott, colered, $5 and co
sts.
lelouriehing a Mittel -John Bulger
.
continued until tomorrow. Disorder
-
20 days In the county all. Drank 
and itorWsAaler7mall-n wi'llircaonrtredespownSenkionenkrasneowtrirvhpiaoliy-iy 
t•onduct-gmma Martin, colored,
diaorderly-Jetree Iverlett. 701 days I
n We teach by
the county jail. Breach of 
pears-- to learn: 25 years' experience. Ono
Otis Flippo. Sum Bridges, conti
nued' crioguhrtt.. b5-17 Illsbort
until tomorrow.
• Chicago, ill. -
1-411011:01110:4 The tailor. has removed
in this 'section to put on a number Of to Au* roe MOW, flee of spring
now
wThien erfPr: tnhiames chaculitimr.dlateh•e
wrahirrohadIs 'band* bir-si.1"1"11 1wratWatt•Y Niwno41:Ird borriteelplearrede4rt
185 Dearborn at., Chicago.
ext re aphr'r1.
WANTED-A party who can InLest
and take stock in an u-to-date payibg
corporation, to take position on road
at a salary of $1,200 per year and ex-
pages. Address L 44. care Sun.
t usually gets right' in line for 
the
work of The Sheldon School. How-
ever that may be, the feet 'emoting
that you-ran get a copy of the book
without eharge, by simply aending
emir name and address, with request
,
to the Sheldon School. 1217 
Republic
leuildlug, Chicago.
Taken IsItendly.
"I sent you some migrgesTioni
estell-
Ins you how to make your paper m
ore
Interest ing. Have you carried 
out
any of my Ideas?"
Editor- "Did you meet the nett
boy with the westeetaime ba
sket as
you came 'up the stairs?' " •
"Yes."
"Well. he was earrying mit roo
t
ideasi"-Philadelphli inquirer.
"You will have greatness 
thrust
tome you." declared the 
fortune-teller,
"On the first ballot?"•Inq
uired the
samples 
large, fat gentleman. with •
 hopegut
Osurier-Journel. •
or..m• M.1110101•11r•`^`' • ,•••-""•401.4
- 'lltegrefee"est ertilIerre-fleseeretse,
PAO' 8CL •
---r-FrurdiwrAlUvrimmwipiamwmaspisommanw
ME PADUCAH EVENING BUN
TUESDAV. PERRUARV
....yrms.atr/4/Wirrir
GOOD BLOCI
tuffuun PROTECTION AGAINST DISEASE
--. The preservation of health and prevention against di
sease is almost
entirely depardeat upon pure, healthy blood; every organ, tissue. serv
e asd
sinew of the body illIrlts on this vital turd for nourishment and stre
aggh.
Polito's, horaises and germs from various spumes ones get into &LW
• sad them this greet life-stream becomes a source of infection
 and
aldanof a nourishing, health-sustaining fluid. Heredity 4s likewi
se an
t factor, regulating the quality of the blood. Some persons are
 born
tainted blood from diseased geometry, and Scrofula in one of its n
umerous
hems is sure to Crap Out some time in life. Not only poison
s in the blood
are responsible for dismiss hut what the circulation is run, down 
and becomes
po6r and weak in quality, then we see the effect in a general bad 
condition
olrtpeolntst, such as weakness, sallow complexions, boils,
 and various skin
. All blood troubles require a Ionic and blood purifier, and 
none
t .
• antidote the poisons. humors and germs, but
the bood. And not only does S. S. S.
every particle of the poison or impurity from
ether eq Is S. S. S. It goes down to the
very fonn lion of the trouble, and removes
l 
it possesses health-giving, tonic..properties,
PURELY VEGETABLE which build upend strengthen weak, impov-
erished blood, and fortifies the 'Yams against
disease.- S. S. S. permanently cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers,
Scrofula, Eczema, Totter, and all other akin diseases and disorders. Book
oa the blood and any medical ads-ice free.
TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
•==.
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitgary Plumber
Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 201 
132 8 Fourth S.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
--e
INSURANCE-AGENTS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life
Accident,
Health, -
Liability,
Automobile,
Sts Sin Boiler.
Bondi,
Plate Slam,
Cargo,
Hall.
iffevator.
Niko Planes Lt sth Residence Phones
Old 726
New 726
Clormgmbou /Bundling. Paducah, Ky.
 'igssNIOalle-4111111
k_ 
•
•
- 
ACCEPT NAMES OF Do Tou Digest
NEW HEIRS What You EatP
Association Committee Prepar-
ing for Booking In Way.
ehrhitias (busty to teeoramodate
Ilium' Who Are in Haste to He
Enrolled.
WILL RAISE THM ygraig„
HopitInsville, Feb. 18.—The Chris-
time county executive committee of the
Plasters' Protective assoctatkin made
ate impcfrtant ruling at their meeting
..hie morning when it unanimously
pawed a resolution whereby the ear-
touscounty committeemen are author-
ized to accept the names of any non-
association farmers with the under-
standiug that they will become
members of the organiaatloa when
the hooka am opened on Ray 1.
Salesman 11. C. Buckner reported
.hat be had *old up to this time 81
'iomiheads of tobacco at from $7 to
Ile for lugs and $1.0 to $12 for low
to cocain°. leaf.
wei Plug Hemp.
Lexington, Ky.. Feb. 18.—Tkat
hemp will figure prominently in the
-nips raised in Kentueky. in 19,08
-eerns assured from the large acreage
now being leased for the growing of
'hat commodity and Fayette county,
is believed, will furnish tts quota.
Next to tobacco. and almost on a
par with it, hemp is regarded as a
••money. crop."
Now that there will be curtailing. if
not a complete omission of tobsoco
from the list of farm module many
farmers, who formerly depended upon
it for their maim crop, took forward
to the fibrous plant to bring them
PHYSICIANS CURS SKIS WITH
SIMPLE' RIEMISDT.
Noted Eistemst Rpeciallet Comment*
(is• Proven Sperc far Skin
Dinemies.
Physicians everywhere continue
their praise for ordinary oil of win-
tergreen in a- -wonderfel-speellie- 
toe-1kkzema and other Itching skin dis-
eases. This liquid pure and clean as
water; externally applied has instant
effect. A few drops on the burning.
Itching sore causes Instant *relief- and
a shtirt tontieued -aim 4v15 '-a com-
plete cure.'
_Apr. _c., In _Holmes,: of Silver City.
Aso.. Ls' so enthusiarstie stoat A- li
remedy—D. D. D. Prescription—that
he declares In a letter to the D. D. f).
company, of Cbirago, that this tweet
remedy is as sear a sows-ilk- for Fe.
arm& *41. quinine for malaria. "I
I
have been using your D. O. a Re' 
four years: with, gratifying results."
!
writes Dr. Hollneal.'•
•• There are thousands of other phy-
sicians who use D. D. D. Prescription,
the oil of wintergreen speritIc. D. D.
D. cures and it Is so clean to use. If
we did nel_know what D. D. 13. .will
do we would not recommend it to our
frIends and patrons.—E. W. Walker
Co.. Paducah. Ky.
Cell at our store anyway and let us
see the nature of your skin trouble
THE DAILY SUN
Send a Copy of
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
E are making a special mailing
 rate (41150. mable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once. 
if
Asst1• eries," amid the • 1 I tor, "becamtel
among other things. se have learned!
recently. is that the United States Is I
the only nation on earth with a con-1
1
I The Journalist talked on "China's
it is one thing to eat and 
quite an-
other to digest the food. Many people
can't ao the latter and suffer for years
from kedigostion without really knowing
*what la-sin matter with them. They
Just klare that their "stomach 4s out c
d
order.'
Sue the most important thin, after.
611. So know what n the matter, 
for:24i abe61-.:,..—zrork---r-t....Men so ass ens Or. Caldwell's gni, Pee
IIM it yes lave any dIseinivis trouble As its
sans lade:sem it is for lost time very names.
MOM it stores is mine by 511DM •MiellterY
In our orate. More direct sag per-
semI Pane can be obtained by sons ty your
genreell druggist and buying .50 coot WM bos•
his. Tubs It end mos will be well; better WU.se you risk
prOIL C. Raines toreissegritdow
OutL 
. store 
is and now 
holds 
. bningitziall Weal
tlee 
aree. 11.
t. is • warm friend of Zawell's
flefrall ravels. He found Han invelueli• Keno
sad an all to iniesued sociench sad digestive
01.0100 snared in sy ibouseuestot
Wigs that kw gads It promestge bealth
aim Impoteess and reoommenft Una it be In
gingwellionsdnold.is, in truth. DO better twally hustles
mos Dr. ooseeirs 14,2 Pepsin. gentle
saileasedve an on sod enema taste fenum-
losold illnsgmeicny la 'toaster. children.
1.0•411i ass old people. Ills equally goud for
He awed robust who Demme constipated or
eagSt frogs indigestion, sour sumlecn. bIlima-
ecec AM other •vainseli. liver and bowel en.
weents, beeses• results are sere end purslane*
lutes Memo laxative sad eves • In eantewstle
ma Mb mosey 'Denbo= eg • Omni se Meow
bessiek.
HIELZEST 11.:1_ .t,,,,.."1 1 .1.dirbitee".
alli..304e:es sassele own swil b Ins% news Isy
tesmostr. Me oar i s u wan astias
as •• clets, sad le gegt Se is glue
vine Moe sow toss it. Sem tsr a II rat =az
imaless of suess. IC re bowl Illielsa depa suitellteln• have tor dill.., owns NW 
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SCITISalshrell Skip., HastiseSes XL
laripyAD:a:11. for this year
them for Plaathog.
p'ellt deal of tobacco land in .Fay
ette county will be cultivated in hemp.
The.plaating does not begin for sev-
eral weeks yet, but preparations are
being made for the beginning.
Hemp is now selling at from e3 to
$7 per hundred and it is coasidered
a valuable i-rop at 86.
The winter in this section has bee
mild, there was a great deal of fell
plowing done, the farmers have taken
advantage of the dry weather to im-
prove their fenetag, the winkr has
been good on Once and the sTate gen-
erally. la in good condition.
Too Much Tobacco.
In an open !toter addressed toScon
era in the southern pew of the state,
J. Vi, Usher, chairman of the Grave.
Coate; .1t_aseeetathie, voices , a
warairat st ten much toba-73eo In
any one year. He says the% is a ten-
Ilency to everproduction•ia 9'40 h and
urges that the. situation be well
studied bcfore going ah?ad. (hair-
Mali Usher says:,
"From, what I can leans there are
great eillOrts being made to plant a
'big -ertielSes year. When rye elo
yon are se to force the preve down.
I have no power in this matter ex-
cept to wire you of the dang.r ahea
d
If you do It. My' idea is diversified
crepe. make a living at home and
let pit Tobacco Cie my money crop '
"Tr :t to mat- it high grade tobac-
co; it is that grade that Inaigs good
ITtriees. Sty observaroir is that .he
farmers in °rases comply intended
last year to plant tin per-cent of a
crop. Overprodttetion is sure to prove
sulcide to the prieca.
"Why, thee, cut your use tIrrostp
with a dull knife? Hoping that';.ou
will consider the question well. I
leave It with you."
HAMS HOPII
I.
I% 'Ti' ('.tNI)Il) lIE Ft Di ta)V10.11-
N1M 110I.D If N
*sits Elestiuse_tte_Chalcinanettip of,
State ii aa Moe to Snored
Megssuon.
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. lx.—The
Roundabout say!:
It Is strongly riamored that Judge B.
W. Hager, former auditor and Demo-
cratic candidate for governor, will he
a candidate for chairman of the Dem-
ocratic state central and executive
coninettees before the neat state con-
vention. While Judge Hager has not
confirmed the rumor the report Is go-
ing thi. rounds and a nionher of hip
friends think be sill irt• a candidate.
It Is understood t4lat Judge leads
becQuoun. the preetert chairman, will
not stand for re-election. Had he de
.senee_Agereasalp at the head of thie
vommite•es It e-F-hellevtiel tilt he
would have bad 110 oppopition, as he
has bt-en acceptable to.all Democrats.
NO EUROPEANS
WANTED IN CHIN.% III CHINESE
rEorus. KAYS CHINK.
Ital.ing %ant Army tip Send
Foreigners .theut Their Huai.
nem Quickly.
Hain Francisco, Feb 18.—At a
meeting in the Tenni Alen's Cbristian
AnoelatIonr headquarters yesterday,
the Rev'. Net Pose Mew, editor or the
Cbiaisse Wee* Mkt tom eudience that
(ATMs was hieing an army of Wore -
see dmen 'go r the lisropeaa r.
Ikea frtigH.he emtdre.
h•. -
science."
Possibilay, the Church's IteapoasIbil-
ity," mud he Interspersed his address
with epigratils and figures of true
Chinese terseness.
"China." he conUaued,  Is just
aveskealeg from, her slumber, 'aid
she, is.gettIng ready to go to arms,
When she dote she will read Germany,
Prance. Enghand. Russia and Other
robbing and thieving nations home in
a burn'. If Russia ever tries again
to grab ally cionese territory we sill
fill her full of gory holes- just as
Japan did. Chins Is destined to be the
greatest patios on earth."
980 DELEGATES
TO REP1 IN N kTIONAI.
VENTION THIS V Salt
SWIM* 01 the stale conventions That
Will Ile Held Within Six
Weeks.
The National Iti publican en-
lion will be eontiglised of 91441 delegates
which will be distributed as follows
Alabamt 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado  y • I.
Connectkut  14
Delaware  it
Ida  1.4)
Georgia 
Idaho 
illinols 
Indiana
Iowa  
Kansas
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine  1 r.
zryland  •,
ss 'seek u_seits  32
lechigan  2/1
Minnesota  22
Masissippl
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire 
New Jersey'.  24
New Vert  
North Carolina  21
North Dakota 
()hie  46
Oklahouts  14
Oregon 
renDayltailta ..... 6v,
Rhode island . 
?..1;
24). • ...........
Soutt Carolina,.   lx
Slitinth 'Dalfota
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah
'e'flm"lIt 
Virginia 
Washington
West Virginia 
II±sconsin
Wyoming 
Diattitt of Columbia 
Alaska 
Arizona - 
Hawaii 
Nes. Mex11.-0 
Philippine hlands 
Porto Rioo  2
24
24
111
14
'
-Toed —
The convention of 1904 am cow-
lamed o7 591 delegates. diger tie ri
that...naumar Arun t  1141- -_tx,clitt
the r, pry.sentatIon of tha territor • -
from sis to two delegslee tech
Among the early state ronventiiii.-
are:
Miseouri, li- brulry 27.
(Milo. March 3
Kansas. KAN+ 4
Ni sskM*TcJe II
Oklahoma, March II
Iowa. March 15
The Rvessing San--10c • week.
41111111=1
It's
"The Grip"
which you will have to
guard against ttmee days,
when you are% exposed to
such miserable weather as
we are having. It, al-
most an imposribility to
avoid (vide and, unless
they are remedied in time,
they frequently become
serious.
Lane's Laxative
COLD CURE
Will stop it.
25c
Gilbert's
I 4th and Broadway
Both Phonon 77
Drug Store
One Dose
Ask your doctor to tell you, honestly and
frankly, just what he thinks of Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral. Then tia as he says.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
REVISED FORMULA
Often a single dose of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral at
bedtime will completely control the 'night coughs
of children. It is a strong medicine, a doctor's
medicine, entirely free from alcohol. Made only
for diseases of the throat, -bronchial tilhes,-atid Wags:
Full. formula on each label.
Free from Alcohol
.1. C. AYE R (20., Manufactur
ing Chemists, Man—.
Notice to Subscribers
Eubscribers are cautioned not to be alarmed or coereed
by the false reports now belt* stimulated. All tire
alarms and police calls are transmitted promptly to
the departments.
East Tennessee Telephone Co.
I moraroeraled..t
•
WAREHOUSE FOR RENT
The old Christian church, on North
Fourth street betwce Jefferson and Monroe,
40115 feet, two-story bri:k, in good condi-
tion.
F. L. SCOTT
W. P. Poems, R. Mad;,
Presideol. °maim
P Peryear,
Assistant (ambler.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
 tee
cook 
threw . •
illsockbolders
•
• • • 0
•10*.tee
Weld
 MAW
Total OPelirtt y to depositors n. ..111011.0.6
Accounts of Interlduals sad firma WO sPIPTshogli
onson as well as Wee depositors mot aCalet_ligLJIM 1NM*
courteous treatuseat
Interest Paid on Time Deposita
OPIN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO III ()nisnaL
Third and Broadwair
LOOK AT  THE  STAMP
Early  Times
And
Jack  Beam 
Reified la load lase Years Old
-
lig
•
1a
THE PADLICAri EVENING !RUN
aI •
•
Me
•
•
,1
cr
• .
•
I,
•
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
TilE PUBLIC I
AT a westing of the Board of L uderwritersheld on February 11, 1998, the follow-
_ ing resolution MSS AdlaVAOSI a *BMW, by
each agent. viz:
That we notify our patrons, the public gener-
ally, through the.dally press, that commencing
on March 1, 190e, all policies of I timurance ate due
and payable when Insurance Is written, or upon
delivery of polio/. In accordance with the above
resolution, the'Publie isetereby notitied that the
ague becoMeirelleCtive March
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST. Am.
Call. Sea or
Roma $35. FRATERNITY BLDG
PADUCAH, KY.
HENRY KAMEN, JR.
EXMOVED TO THIRD ABE
KENTUCKY.
Souk Shading, Bank Work. Lege
and Library Work a spedisitp.
K ILL ma COUCH
AND CURE MN LUNGS
Drs King
,s
Nevi Dos covery
FOR C8F218 .Altitbeka
AND ALL MOAT 'NO LUNGINOUILES.
GUARANTILZDSATI5FACTOZ
a OB. MONET ZINUED.
emenonimivii
itt.nots CENTRAL W
--- -CUSHION IFULLETIN.
The following redfieed"rates
are announced: -
%II tilDI GIRLIE&
New Oricatot, IA.. Merch 3.
19011.
•
For the above occasion the
i'entral Railroad com-
p:et. aill sell rouud trip
-on February 26. 27, IS,
on March I and 2.
ItiOlr: tor Ell eft. -good la-
tutoing until Mash 10, 1908.
For information, s ply to
City Ticket °Bios, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
• Agt City Ticket Cues
• B. M. PRATHER, .
Arent Union Depot
PADU611 BOARD OF UNDERWRITERS
- Glue Your Eyes
to the tier upon tier of advantages
we offer men of care and forethought
!n their attire. Midseason offering'
of fabrics made into perfect Ening
garments of our fashioning allow the
trend of tbe times 10conomy and
small expenditure. Please call and
see.
, K. K. DALTON,
40S Broadway
With Warren & Warren, Jewelers.
Wild_'r.rko-y* for Nlatarachnsetts.
Wild turkeys fur Massachusetts for.
eats Os the latest project of Prof.
Charles F. /lodge. of (lark Uni.ersity
and he has the figures brought out to
the enthusiastic limit. Witis a start
of a dozen pair of iii. slid birds of
the south he would have Machu-
woods occupied by 3,244,a ii,-
44 beautiful wild turkeys In, ten
year.. allowing for a few accidental
WI
shots and some misfortunss. The
project hi worth trying if the busters
can control their desire to get a few
hundred thousand of the millions be-
fore they grow up. The wild turkey
makes the beet sport bunters know on
the wing, after it is well tyiderstood.
and consider.ng the value of the food
When the game Is cooked. The wild
turkey is a lordly bird when he has a
reasonable chance for life, and he is
at the same - time so foolish that he
can be caught easily. The Mongolian
pheasanl said to be ra,.failures i
Massachusetts woods, and it is very
:nopoottise with-people who have re
gard for other birds.. The pheasant
.s a robber and destroyer without
gels taelf. -The Wild turkertraa
passed ti eongre.. fortMildtn• ranroa4 good reputatiOn In the south, and is
aerators voirstnit more than nine hours • sinning new popularity. The profes-
day, has crested demand for shiest 10,001 -
10nroorefenineph-oper4ILkirs than msabow_be *or eass,jt.would coat on iy 
Sq0110 10
a dozen pair, and they would.make a
reputation for Massachusetts by 1418-
log something like ten young birds a
year to each couple.---Worta ster Tel -
grain.
r-i•iu {Gillen hove rot raff•
moil wires into IrrIptrn: lirlinrtittente 01
DRAUGHON'S
PraCtkal Bu.sirMss Colleges.
Tor 1...i..•I. ••W hy I . Tideatratillyr
11.3. 5.
PEDINIA11-414 Broadway...
(Incorporated.)_ 
Itt'aretato sun Nor olt.ttottoN's IS THE
111110. V Si It E E months' bookkeeping by
'insofar( iN's ropy rtglided Methods equate
giX Awe her.. re% of the U. I. Cann fl.
✓OOTEIta writ- the ..borthond laraUfrhOW
rairtlyn. Write for 
prtresuni,,,,....olissnort.
iti.ek ...pin a; Penmanship,
NAIL or At Chilling. $O t trateave too s
tates
irs. .1 sees rip-most° RACK. !now
say tone; ao viteattab. tutalosue
I 
,
The door of truth cannot be opened
with the key of prejudice.
Price% of Homan lAvile.
Prices ef human life vary In dif-
ferent ermei. •41re German go
of Toga and has been fined $7.1 for
killing a Man In this country tbey
bring in the verdict of "no one to
blithe." —Pittsburg Dispatch.
FOR TWO WEEKS
-%.•
%%0118E14 CLI.11 FEDERATION IN
PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN.
NA iii start school Improvement Work
la alio. hog Caryl lOt Plan.
The Federation of Women's clubs
of lieatacity has given out the
following address to the people of
Kentucky:
One of the greatest educational
campaigns the world has ever sect.
and one most far-reaching in results
was started In Massachusetts some
seventy years ago by Horace Mann -
In his final reports he confesses that
when he assumed the secretaryship
of the state board of education two
courses lay open to bins One was to
treat the school system of the state
as thtiugli it were perfect; to praise
teachers for a skill they had no
chance of acquiring and did not pos-
sess; to applaud towns for a munifi-
cence they had not shown; In a word,
to lull with flattery a community that
was already sleeping. The other
course Was to advocate En energetic
and comprehensive system of educe-
titos; to seek for improvements at
home and abroad; to expose- ierstlY.
but kindly, the Incompetence of teach-
ers; t 4 Inform and stimulate school
committees In respect to their duties:
to call for money adequate for the
work to ibe done. He said the one
course would have been ignobly Popu-
lar; the other was eminently perilous,
Fortunately, Horace Mann did not
hesitate. Duty left him no option,
and though the story of his experi-
ence is disheartening io parts. yet,
taken altogether, it is a mighty atimu-
}ant to everyone either directly eor in-
directly interested In educatiokal ad-
vancement.
NOT CANDIDATE
%VILLAGE ERA To SERVE1,,
PEOP ilENTUIlil"..__
Ia
has Four-Year Contract and Mean. t.
!slit It--.1140. Rack Front Ne..
York.
I.ouisville, Feb. 11.—One. Augustus
E Wilison returned last night from
ow Yoitb where he was She guest
,f honor at the Lincoln banquet klven
the New York City Republican club
..ist Tuesday ulght. When asked to
Kive an eroression as Up the talk re-
his being a running mate on
le Republican ticket with Gev.
ifughesi in the event the latter is
I haken by the Republican national
•onvention as the party's candidate
for president, Governor Willson said
he was under contract with the peo-
ple orKentueky to act as their gov-
ernor for a _term of four years, and
that he proposed to fill that contract
If he lived.
He said the people of Kentucky had
been very. kind In suggesting him as
a candidate for vice president. but
that he felt that he' had a greater
duty to perform at home than In
Washington, and for that reason he
Was not sieeklug higher honors. He
said the only satisfaction he .could
poselbly -derive -from being an- office-
holder was to do some little good.
and that it was due to this belief that
he became a 'candidate for gtivernor.
He said he promised' the people of
Kentucky during the campaign that
he would labor for their interests if
elected governor,und that as long as
the people had SO Willed he did not
think it proper for him to begin to
shy big miters in the ring for other
politi-al honors before he had hardly
started in to fulfill the contract he had
signed with the people of Kentucky
only two months ago.
A Preventive.
Smith -So yon think smoking pre-
vents headaches?
Brown Rather. ly mother-In-law
always gets up trod goes out of ,the
room as-soon as I light a Mimi.
  40111111111E11111111111WEIIIIIIEEENCAIIIPIDIEJF
DR. M. STEINFELD
pT ICIAN
EYES EXAMINED: FREE
Telephone for Appointment.
Both Phones 1116-r.
STE1,FELQOETALco.59. P
Did you ever try
GAS COKE
Ask some of our 200
customers about if.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
•
Fandly Reunion.
The three sone of Air. E. J. Thomp-
son; Mr. E. G. Thompson, secretary
of .the Henderson Stemtning District
association. Henderson; I*.
E. B. Thompson, of Roswell, New
Mexico. yard master of the Pecos Val-
le) railroad, and Mr. A. C. Thompson,
Dallas Ts:_as_,_ traveling saleshun and
general manager of the Texas Neck-
sear company, are eojoying a re-
union with their mother and the,:fam-
ay of Mr. J. B. Perryman, whose wife
,s their sister. It is the &IR family
gathering in twenty years and has
been quite an enjoyable occasion for
the entire family as well as for the
mother, who Is pow /3 years of' age,
and has been for. some months in fee-
ble health.
The Perfect Woman fa Nota-Pat One.
Artists say the ideal proportion of
ueight In woman is 26 pounds for ev-
ery foot of her height. This would
make a woman of 5 feet 4 incbes
weigh 116 Wends 8 oititetak,
If you weigh more than this in pro-
portion you are on the danger line
and are likely to get too fat in a few
)ears. Check it by taking a teaspoon-
ful after meals and at bedtime of this
recipe: ounce Marmola, % ounce
Fluid Extract Cascara Aromatic and
3 1* ounces Syrup Simplex. Get tile
Marmots sealed and mix it with the
other ingredients at home. This mixt-
ure is harmless, will not cause wrink-
les, and has been known to take' off
seven pounds of fat a week without
any help from exercise Or dieting. It
is Inexpensive.
FOR
Quick Delivery
Full Weights and
HIGH GRADE
COAL
Phone 479
H. E. JOYNES
All Coal No Oaken
I WE'VE CUT TIE PIKE.
TOO.
Similar Minutiae in Keetelty.
Three years ago, when theteduca-
lion committee of the Federation of
Women's clubs started on its ver ,
vigorous Investigation of educational '
conditions in Kentucky, it opened up
the federation two opposing
moles. One was to smooth and pat
the aire.ady overdeveloped aelf-com-
placency of Kentuckians. The other
was to take the conditions as they
were found and uae_them as a
to whip a sleeping people into action.
The federation board never hTsItated.
It chafe the latter course, and has
natgently -pursued lt-tiver- since, and
to a very definite way. It has been
Pursued at the cost of occasionally
being criticised for disloyalty to their
state and of being accused a fee
times 'by a few of the undiscerning of
'ming fact( ail figures that were ln-
tfreltrate, ft not wholly-Unreliable.
Those ondbiceraing fayr no &lig can
be .convinced. In time, and meanwhile
the good work goes on, -aided and
abetted by all real lovers of Kentucky
whose sense of loyalty and Pride In
state and arottitien for it is nos.
hampered by blindness to Its faults.
Definite Plan Decided Oa.
Lest August, at a meeting of the
education committee of the federa-
tion. it wag decided to adopt for the
year two lines of educational cam-
paign work. One was the organizing
of county school imrfovement leagues
throughout the state; the other was
systematic, regular ad continuous
press work. By concentrating their
efforts along these two lines a great
deal has been accomplished. Im-
provement leagues have been formed
In many counties,.and 175 newspapers
in the smell towns have been supplied
wItliweekly arlicles bearing upon all
sides qt our educational problems
The press work has been done gratuf-
tous.y by the clubwomen and others
interested, but the typewriting and
stamps alone has cost the federatim.
over $26 a month.
In pursuing these lines of work the
federaton has become not only more
and more impressed with their possi-
bilities. but with the possibilities of
other line; of procedure. New fields
have opened up; new opportunities
have presented themselves, and new
ways and means have been devised
for accomplishing some of the things
that will help to make Kentucky as
sume a place of pre-eminence.
Two Weeks of Publicity.
Right at present the federation is
busy with plans for elaborating and
enlarging their educational campaign
work. Part of the preliminaries,
leading up to the launching of the:.
plans, includes a two weeks' press
campaign, and so, beginning with Feb.
IC, the Courier-Journal, as well as
Ril the other Louisville papers and
,most of the leading papers In th,
'state, will publish every day for two
!weeks short articles from special
i
prees-eotvitulttees bearing upon the
various phases of our educational con-
;
dittoes sad problems.
It is to be des:red that no man,
woman or child in the state shalLhave
EsTABLIttlIED 11474.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
,
UNITED &TATA.* DEIGS/TORT.
Capital. SIIWP11111 and rodlakied Profits  .5400,000 00
Shareholders Bespoasibility . ,...... 200.000 00
Total Responsibility to Deposkore  000,000 00
IL B. HUGHES. Prelatical. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN. Vice President.
J. C. LaTERRACE, Cashier. C. E RICHARDSON, Aut. Cashier.
INTEREST PAID ON TDIE DEPOSITS.
DM/ACTORS.
A. 11, ANAPACHER, S. H. HrGRES, S. A. FOWLED. J. L. PRIM.
NI %N. J. 4'.1' ri ERR WK. DR J. G. BROO&S, BRACK OWEN.
an excuse for not knowing Kentucky's
l edurational conditions. and just how
they compare with the conditions of
other states, what lines of action
must he pursued In order to better
our conditions, what better conditions
would meals to its socially, Industrially
and commerciall., what duties we
have as citizens, what plans we have
for better things. These articles se
hope will interest you. We want you
to look them up and road them and
pass them on to some one else. end.
above everything else, to keep It
mind that the subject matter of the
thing you are reading has the back-
ing of authority, and that excitement
or Imagination plays no part la It.
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
flbor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonatle.
AMERICAN-OMAN NATIONAL BANK
cache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most CAMS are direct results
ol WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys and inflamed membrane,
lining the neck of the Bladder
producing Lae pains.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
eta
Two dosese give relief, and
oho box wil cure any ordinary
ease of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheums-
VIM and all irregularities of the
Kidneyek and Bladder In • both
men atid women. Sold at SO
stints a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis gy McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Padneah, or seat
by mail upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.
MEN AND IrOMEL
Cao lig 0 for easetarei
latzLta. dmakargee.lniantibraload.
Irritations or Georatleas
WPM.. at et Scotts nembroote.
Proolob neelnelo, tideless, and not eittrtlao
IEVAMISSISINIALS11. gent or votoon.irn
111110111101, Sold by Direggfebi.
E. a. or tont In plats tremor,
by es prima vomit. felt
1111 de. or)ethane Olt
caw ass sa nesta.
Iliousness
"I none eeoS year valuable Coarsest.* sad sad
lbws *error'. Coaldn do witbout them I b•ve
need Idiom tor some time for lodtge•th.al and bll.
.011150•811 and ma now r ruplet..ly cored Itecom•
Mend these to everyone. once tried yos 11111
So,., bo wiabeet Moe. In tn• tan. ly,"
itairart A. Sara. Albeity, 111.11.
11,340 for
The e•owels
Pleadoet, Palegabl. PoGet Taste Good De Guam.
St riever Stean. Weak•a or Gripe . lac. Dr. bk. Never
*old In balk. The Renal ne 5.51.1 etemitol CCC.
Obaraebeed le mare or yoar money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. fes
14111111L SALE. TER NUMMI BOXES
If You Want to
Rake fiood
tonight,take your beat
girl -a box of
Whitman's
Candy
50c==60c==80c
The Pound
AT
S.11. WINSTEAD
Druggist
ilatenth and Broadway,
NEW STATE HOTEL
11111111401FOLIS.
D. A. Baer, Pow.
• femme aml beet henst 1. lies=
Rota IMMO. Tim imp
loom lain amis. Bismis
Ins say mastly sawed Mai is
Ins ear.
001EKEIICIAL
havasesweetemesePWWfailsmeatemiseeseeteesasee
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(1110wponated.)
EVANOVILUMPAMCAIS PAMIRS
(Dar amp Illaidow)_
  _ -
steamers his Vender sad moo a
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Erma
vine and way landings at 11 a. us.
THIC STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves iteducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Specik, excursion ratite
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
mod room. Good music and table sib-
surpassed. ---
Tor farther Ildermation apply to
5. A. Fowler. (MIMI Pass Agent, Of
even Fowler, City Pass Agent, aS
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's 011eo.
First and Broadway,
wr. zone & ramntsege arvia
PACEZITY 003CPANY.
(iseocrerstal.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah tor Tennessee Mien
, Every Wedneedny as 4 p.
A. W. WRIGNT MEW
EUGENE ROBINSON .  Came
This company Is not responsiban
for Invoice charges unless attests*
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Pads-
cal to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Padvacab ono
Wednesday at 4 1.
IN in
Headquarters Fir
l'hoice Roses
t'arnations
Narcissus
Violets and
Artistic
Floral
Designs.
WE buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses
do a general
livery business
NU!' Livery CImpaly
(Iwoorip000tos.)
radii KM land, IN.
e
-
V.` ..-
SAILORS TO SEE
LAND OF INCAS
s •
PAGE EIGHT THE knUCAII EVENING SUN TUESD.tY, Fla3RrARII
gudg's
210.221 Uroodway
Another of ̀ Our
*eat
gwo 'bur
6ales
5oinorrow
9:30 to 11:30
Zelts andVombs
*eat geductions.
Youlnow what these. two-
hour sales are, and there-
fore can appreciate the fact
when we announce one of
them we will put forward
some extra good values. As
a final Cleaning up of the 
stocks, we have tnarked-our
Belts and Combs at prices -
which are bound to prove
attractive.
S1.50 Pel s, the new things just 79
in, two hour sale
$1.10 Belts, the new things justart, two hour sale 69c_
50: Belts, the new things just in, 
two hour 
0,  3
•
25c Belts, the rev things just in, 5
two hour sale_
`Combs
$1.50 Combs, splendid values, 
69Cetwo hour sale.
Back Combs, formerly priced $1 00,
sl?ghtly soiled in handling,
two hour sate price
Combs that for:nerly sold for
25c, for two hours only.
29c
14c
Here is a rare opportunity
to pick up some of these
mast useful articles at
ridiculously low prices.
,fo hone trder4
prices ̀ dash
•
American Fleet Will Stop at
Callao, ?ere.
11-410N Still oyage Until lAhWer
'alifornio. b. Iteveelseel—b:Itehorate
M:teivetaieueeelos .try l'butteret.
Volt Till: MEN 44P figrADRON
_AVashington. D. C., -Feb. 113.—The
.kmerican butteship fleet is expeeted
to reach the port of Callao ThurselaY.
thus mark:ng off another leg of the
long trip front Hampton Roads to San
Francisco. Cailao will be the last
stopping point until the fleet reaches
the of lower California.
Rteent advices received here tell
of elaborate arrangements being made
I, y the government and people of
Pt ru for the entertaiument of the
American officers and blue jackets.
country yet visited try the Amen-
fleet offers such scenic beauties
or is surrounded with more historic,
 errest -than the land 14 the Inters.
the scene of the golden conqvests ot
Pizarro Und flits folioWiers.
While the fleet is anchored in the
hartsor t1 C-aliao the Americans will
LC taken to the capital city of- Lima,
where they reiil be.otlicialy received
by President Pardo and entertained
on a grand scale. The Americans will
find little of special interest in Callan
that city resembling in most respects
In.' othey• ports alettor the western
coast of South Arneriva. It Is a com-
paratively small seaport, with the
usual quays and- wharves, ware:house--
and terminithr The residential' part
of the town is built in the old Span-
ish style. Like most seaports. canes,
is filled with merchants and traders
of ail eationaliies -and contains colo-
nies of Germans. Spanis•:. Italtans.
Eng:ish and American', 'here
someLMAII_Ufacturiug_ done
the shipping is the chief industry- of
rat. inhabitants. The moist of the
modern terminals and transportatiot,
fatiFilles have been burt elth English
and American capital.
The Purney: front Callao to Lima
occupies less than an hour. .There
are two railway lincs connecting the
cities, one: Ertglikh and _the other
American. The route extends through
a fertile va,ley on the slope of the
Andes. -13-eyaltal-L1ttia The :Tine -rises
to a height greater than that attained
by any ether railway line in the
World.
• Lima is picturesquely situated on
the hanks of the inmate a mountain
torrent, at the end of _a valley- whose
enclosing bilis rise on one side of the
loan. The he•ait of the- city's aetivi-
t les _is, the Plaza Mayor. or ..pu.b.1
square. -al two sides of which are
triken up with the historic' cathedral
and the residence of the archbishop
a-nd the government buildings and offi-
('ial residence of the president of the
republic. •
INDEPENDENT PHONE
COMPANV IN t Bit) WA V AND
INSOLVENCY CHARGED.
Afifeltratient for Receiver for United
  State,, Inelepeneletat Telephone
Notatattoy b. Nina...
New York Times./
allegatiOnti made by
counsel for the•plaintiff that the Unit
Stafes Independent Telephone corn-
was a corporation with $50.000.-
4410 authorized stock, and entirely
eithourttesets to meet its debts and
ob!igalinnis. Yi4e Chancellor Howell.
Of New Jersey. has signed an order
direeting that eoncern to show cause
on 'February IS why it should not be
adjudged insolvent and a receive,' rp-
pointed for it.
Applicaten was made before 1,'Ice
chancellor Howell. In Newark. hr
John R. Hardin for Jamee M. R.
O'Grady. of Roe heater. N V. a cred-
itor and stockholder.. being the owner
oft 1.1 shares of Stock at the par value
et $100 each, and of twenty-eight
'bonds of the company of the par
yhe of pi,coron each. The company
ir described in the bill ap a holding
concern.
The complaint "charges the truth.
BAND DATERS
Are of fireat
Consequence
By the tarn of a band you
have the4'eorreet date to 1912.
The noel is small and the
time saved is no comparison.
The !Mimed Stamp Works
115 S Trd Si Phases XI
•
INCREASED 
NOTHING could show more con.
B US I N ESS elusively the splendid growth of
the old reliable Mutual Benefit than
the statement below, of the increase in business during
the past ,year over 1906. And the most remarkable part
of the whole remarkable statement is that this increase
was accomplished with a very suliistantial decrease in
DECREASED
EXPENSE
• • expense. .6 . • •• • 
, . . .• 
• 
. 
• 
. •.
Insurance- Account
NOnerer. Amount
New insurance irssed In 1207.7_ 24.084 858.013 2:34.Co
Extended policies issued in 1907. 1,81e1 3,21e134e,C0
Issued in exchange forstir- '
rendered policieR In 1907   78 135,0e4.110
P tildes revived In 1907 _ 162 • 270619M
_ _
Total lamed end revIted . :ai,0004 $81,573.264 Oo
_Policies in (oree January 1, 1900 , 191,812
I "aiming 
See This Kati° of Expenses
Increase in 1907 Over 1906
In premium receipts.. 9e7.513.44
lu total receipts  1,241,973.14
In amount paid policy holders ' 74'3.511.78
In mitatanding insurance. _ ....... 104,779 277 tit)
In assets, par values . _ •;.72g;ititte.21
In Wets; Market values . 8,71kg80-58
Added to Ittrplus account, par va'ues  ela,-402
Reduction In surplus account by reason
•uf deellne-ie marl** valoes. 914et415 
and Taxes to Total Income
1905, 15.4; 1906, 14.8; 1907, 14.1
When you pause to consider that our 191,632 members are taken care
of and the business of the company.,:arried on for a total expense for
salaries and other office expenses of only $473,433.29, you will realize
that such magDificent results are the fruit of the most rigid economy
and painstaking management. If you are interested in securing the
best life insurance, call up or write
T. M. NANCE, District Mantiger
The Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.,
of Newark, N. J.
— 105 Frattrnit:, Buil.iing.
Paducals, Ky.
Phone 835.r
t•mt.tei,,temetsAp„..
to litat the eompatiy i". ,,," '' - t 7 11. t 1%. p.uttt,e. this
sok. :.t since it: `Itcorpora,:fia." and
that at a meet,ng of diret ttas lie ti in tietien is simply a movoment
September.* 19.06, it was an teeter -.1 Cie part of the liondholders' Pro-
test the company was finan.,..i:y ene te. it-si w isiti.ou to outh
otvot to re._
harrassed and unable to nt. t its " ri eta Ii..' pi-Toms:erg or
nations. The dtrepeonr, to 3 vert th- ?eater, Inti•spostrdeitt Telelsholty-
pending DION ix.eueg- and ,for :thy por-a Itle11113e. nald, ton bends
pose of meeting tht. current and tlaa•-• Ho the organizataei at the contpettl.-
Ing Indebtednees -of Its sitlatiarv
companies. pledged all available .3,41 •
assets of the United States Indets, nd
ent Telephone company and .ts airo .1
coucerns to Ile Roeitester Trust at -1
Safe Deposits company to setaire• a:,
-of -S-2,54-44,e-01)-- -of --114-4-ere The
natal. the ILL: " were -
largely-. to the company's- director,.
90- cents on-the dollar."
The cr.cTipwr began business in
HACKMAN
' I 11 4 H 1 III . I Cl/R 41'thrt4 AND
V. 111., i IRV. FTYYRE.
Augult, 194)5. at 1415 CniversiTyllte-sard tasancilmeffl Met in Regular
avenue, Rochester. At present the se-e 
' 
iA)11 Last Night
company has no president. its fir-t
vice-president bring John N. Rouher, 
itusittees.
and 711 secretary and. treasurer W.
Roy 'MeCanne both ' Of itotheeter.
Adolph Bust h. of et. Louis, herds a
tat of twenty four directors.
The 1):11 allege: that of the $0,-
•)00.400c) capital stock there has ne-n
izht in ciente for every stop of Ave
issued $42.576,oeit for the most par:
m.'.1114, or fraction thereof. and an
to promoters. organisers and direetars
o the eompany, without any consid-
.olditiotia: cent a minute after That.
4:Tattoo, and fo- property 
il
at gross 
natty also charge 91 tor funerals.
en ad %afire of $1.1'.., over the old rate.
overvaluations. It also state; that• ITeve tit' -five cents is the threugh rate
such issue of see* has been frau ite
lent and illegal tinder the laws of 
ti. Ire part of the city, with double
New .Jersey, and that the parties-wha 
nog, after midnight.
received the saute are liable to the! Cigsr inantlfacturern asked the
creditors of the company for situ-It ,beari of 
entinclimen to reduce their
amounts 39 are unpaid on their st eik, Ihieiryt.from....V.5 and the petition was
It It further alleged that the Only 
irefetted to the ordinanee ceninTiltee.
assets or property of any kind own.- 
petitain of property owners on
i
by the company are 4,781 shares. pa-
rable $10.0 each, of the Rochester
Telegraph company. Incorporated In
New Jerse): 49.712 shares common
stock, par value $140. and 13.2e:1
shares preferred stock, par value
$100, of the :Bromberg-Carlson Tele.
one Manufacturing company, and
7.60,000 shares, par at $100, of the
New York Ihdr-pendent Telephone
company, a corporation of New _York.
"which has hot since Its Incorporation
exercised Its corporate functions."
In addition to the foregoing the
United States Independent Telephone
company owned certain accounts and
bills Payable to the Stromberg-Carl-
son company. and other subsidiary
concerns eontroHed by it whieb ae-
eounts and hills were pledged by the
defendant concern to the Rochester
Trust and Safe Deposit company te
secure an Inoue of collateral trust
for -22400,000. Ths bill states
Chat up to the. present only GO per
cent of the principal of the note, hied
been paid. and that the balance of ale
counts and hills receivable pledged to
lacuna the collateral trust note! are
not worth more than the balance to
be paid on the notes.
A itoakestsr. !WE, atapatitli to the
Times •:11p,.
.\1 E GradY, vikt*
l'n-der an ordinance. which we.;
given second passage in the board of
otincilmon last night. hackmen may
ha: g.' wise-tigers in the red
Fifteenth street to extend the grani-
told sidewalks from the end of Hara-
han boulevard to Tritnhle street was
referred...tie the ordinance cpmmittes
Fire chi..r Wood. CIty Engineer
Washington and City Waite:tor Camp-
bell were named a commission to de
title whether I.. S. DuBois ttr.company
should be allowed tcr erect a frame
Old notel addition' to the rear tit the
Broadway store In the' fire Halite. •
John Livideofield was granted a-
saloon .license for Fourth street and
Kentucky avenue. liugh Boyle's old
stand. The license of Lowe & John-
son was transferred to 300 Routh
Ninth stroet. Jew-ell Bros'. applica-
ten was denied consideration, be-
cause they have asked a second time
within six _months. Herbert Johnsoi.
failed to post notices of his intentiot.
to apply for license at 121 Kentucky
avenue, and his, application was
ignored. A protest against a saloon
in Littleville WIto-4-ecelv4,./1 root flied.
The appointment of ;fames ramp
bell. Jr.. as Ity yolk itr,r, was ap-
proved.
Notice was received that the City
Water temp/my hail finfset,d extend-
ing supply Mains on Harrison street
between Eleventh and Twelfth streets
Information of Councilman Kreut-
gee that tht ota,..- retires of the ells
and city troasurer and auditor
,',.•11.41 :44' •.•;/•l1:.• 1. was re'errrd Ito
(It.' pi,t.d. ittutuluvement romtn'tt..-•.
Thosot preleent Were 'Councilmen
e)• Row. rs. Ferd.
Mayer. K;eare-..er. F0,-*N1411'1. VON
ctr-r --Vontrg---strd Befall
lister 'stage..
Cairo .  2 1 9 rfse
Etheettwoorego f* I ft -"Salt-
('Intintlat O I S flt#
EVON,511;It.„,
J oh aeon ell ie  2119 (III rise
Lontsvete  22 I I 4 raw.
Mt. Carmel 24 9 2 5
Nashville   .2s 9 to 1
Pittsburg   ....17.5
lesais 11  7 06
Mt Vernon  S 0,7
Padist'eh  35.4 17.4
 14.3 5 7
Carthage.  Z4.0 .0 5
rise
fit:
fall
rise
rise
r se
fall
foal
Itivcr stage :17..4. a rise of 1.4 froth
yesterday mottling to this morning.
River men expert a rise of several
feet by tomorrow morning. The tide
of t, Ohio will probably reseh this
city by' that tore
The distills arrived from Nashville
late yesterday evettIng with a tow of
ties for the Ayer & jairel Tie_ com-
pany. The boat is preparing to leave
after another tow. •
The American arrived from Joppa
l'eaterdaY afternoon with a tow - of
empty barge's.
The Vincennes got • In from Joppa
last night and left for the Tennessee
today after a  tow of ties.
The Clyde arrived from Waterloo,
Ala., yesterday with a big trip.
went on down to Brookport ad Ooppa
with her trip. flite wittiest,* umla-
uts night for the..Teaseimee.
The Chattanooga got in last night
from it +4x44, with or
ot iuf„ct 'I I: 110 t,I,. 5-5.1 at 4:- 0
,f Limier and ties Sht• sent on
tota l. to itrookport and Rapp' this
na .a.liC tU oeiltool anti, lake .,,tt Leigh'
for the Tentreseee. tine :rites twofer-
-row trtert
4 Tee- Jeten- Rapid/ter was in from
fly 41.r1 Hie this morning and left at
It cis lock for the game pheee The
eTTI7-Eowier,, will be the IgtraustlIV-
paiTli- tee:. 4to.nt...eauwrrtirm..0
t boat l' Here)
will be taken elf the ways after tei-
t Koine a general repattIng Tie
-at will lease IMBINHAtely for Nash-
hot antnair_nort.
• Buttorlt is due in tonight from
C and will get away entice-
i row at noon for Nashvw ille_ wife ,aw_h la *1.11k
on her wit) down from Clarksville to-
day. •
Tbe Heorgis Lee 'failed to get in
yesterday on her regular time bound_.
for Cincinnati, She arrivtid this morn-
:rig with a fair sized trip aboard.
The Dick Fowler 'did not get in fir
this morning from Cairo, owing to
the lacl that oho had an entre big
I rip of freight. She got away out Unit
t his morning.
Ten-
nessee river )seterday Morning_ T114-Y
,1 Intl barites floated out of the -
we re lashed together and went -draft
tgivna,peacseft,tibodllyybyt•hatbtesaswihatrhf.lx.tta—ingn.csi
i sessmed to know to whom they be-
longed. so they let them- go.
Frederiek BoothMan, chief cog:-
neer for tiw St.' Louis and Tennessee
'River Packet company, and several
carpertters arrived In-this city )ester
day from St. Lduis to Rieke the neer.-
leery repaille 00 the City of Saltillo,
steamboats which are to enter the St.
Louis and Tennessee river packet
trade this spring.
Patrick Joyce, dockhand on the
Pannie Wafter., was taken Tri 111a
-Cairo marine hespital Sunday after-
noon. Ile has •a bad attack of the
grip.
Copt, 14,-Raker-ur- expected- tame
from lieweyville, Elsa., tomorrow. fie
went down on business for the Afat
& leard Tat company.
AUDITORIUM RINK
Second Series Local Chappionship
RACE FOR MEN
Monday, Feb. 17
contestants—Maurine Lagerwall, WiU Lomas, Mr. iferarlaa
•
